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TO: Mr. Charles M. Vest
President
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge

FROM: Mr. J~an-Claude Aime ~Chief of Staff, EOSG
United Nations, N.Y. 10017

FAX NO.:

(617) 253 3124

FAX NO.: (212) 963-2155

LOG NO.

'12-t-Cff

TOTAL PAGES: 4 (inclusive)

Further to your fax letter of 7 March, I attach the Secretary-General's Message to the
MIT Symposium on Global Accords for Sustainable Development, to be held at Cambridge,
5-6 September 1996.
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Boutros Boutros-Ghali
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MESSAGE OF THE SECRET RY~GENERAL
TO THE MIT SYMPOSIUM ON GLOBAL
~CORDS FOR S.USTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

tB~\\
~

Cambridge, 5-6 Sept ember 1996

,.~
,,,_, .....

co S G ~
I welcome this MIT Symposium on "Global A ccords for
Sustainable Development", designed to contribute to the post-Earth
Summit evaluation process mandated by the United Nations General
Assembly for 1997.

In Rio de Janiero in 1992, the United Nations Conference on
Environment and Development -- the Earth Summit -- blazed a t rail.
At Rio, the developed countries of the North saw that they needed
the cooperation of the South if the environment is to be sustained.
And all States recog nized the importance of creating a new
partnership for sustainable development with actors of civil society,
w ho played a critical role at the Summ it itself and would be even
more c riti cal to its f ollow-up .

The consensus fo rg ed at t h e Summit was transformed into a
Pian of Act ion , Agend a 2 1, which ren1ain s th e fundame ntal
int ernat ional docu m ent f o r developrnent resp ectful o f t he
environment and of fu ture gen eratio n s . Ag enda 21 call s f o r f ar
more than m ino r adjustments. Age '

2 1 maps out an ambitio u s

-2programme of change and transformation. It demands fundamental
shifts in attitude; the adoption of more sustainable lifestyles and
methods of production; and, above all, the achievement of global
stewardship and commitment to the goal of sustainable
development, which can provide the basis for peace and security in
the next century. All this will require a long-term commitment and
effort.

Thus far, the Commission on Sustainable Development, created
in 1993 to follow-up the Earth Summit, has been successful in
establishing a strong institutional identity with a clear programme of
work. It has endeavoured to cement the partnerships formed at Rio

by attracting the commitment and involvement of senior
policymakers and parliamentarians from many countries, and by
engaging the participation of major group representatives, nongovernmental organizations and other sectors of civil society, as well
as United Nations organizations and agencies. All have become
active and enthusiastic partners in its work.

The Commission has kept sustainable development high on the
international and regional agendas. It also has achieved significant
progress on a number of substantive fronts, including sustainable
development indicators, transfer of environmentally sound
technology, consumption and production patterns, global water
assessment and forests. At the national and local level, many

-3 initiatives have been taken through National Councils of Sustainable
Development and civil society -groups, t o implement pr9gramm es
that protect the environment while advancing growth and
employ ment opportunities.

At the outset of this Symposium, where y ou will t ake st ock of
progress since Rio -- particularly concerning innovations in
technology and links to finance and law -- I draw your attention to a
number of areas where expect ations have not been met. Alttlough
there has been a broad-based international dialogue on finance and
technology transfer, developing countries, in particular, are not
convinced that the commitments made at Rio h ave been met in t he
way envisioned. While there are good examples of business and
industry initiatives for sustainable development, these have not
reached the critical mass needed for long-term · impact. It is my hope
that your Symposium will advance understanding on these and
related key issues of sustainable development.

Throughout the Rio process and implementation of Agend a 21,
the United Nations has looked to the scientific an d technical
commun ity to stren gthen t he intellectual f oundations of its work on
sustain ability. Our th anks go to t he organizers o f this Symposium,
which should furt her stren gthen United Nations links with the
scientific and tech nical community. On behalt of the United
Nations, I thank yo u and wish your Symposium eve y success.

United Nations

Nations Unies
OFFICE OF THE UNDER-SECRETARY-GENERAL

FOR POLICY COORDINATION AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

Room S-2963A, United Nations, New York, New York 10017
Telephone (212) 963-5958 Fax (212) 963-1010

INTER-OFFICE MEMORANDUM

To:

Mr. Jean-Claude Aime
Chief of Staff, EOSG

Date: 26 August 1996

.,

~ ,'~

From:

Nitin Desai
Under-Secretary-General for
Policy Coordination and Sustainable Development

Subject:

Messa2e of the Secretary-General to the MIT Symposium on Global
Accords for Sustainable Development

As requested by your office, a draft message from the Secretary-General to the
Symposium being organized by MIT is forwarded for your consideration.
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL
CABINET OU SECRETAIRE GENERAL

...,.....c.,

23 August 1996

0ear Professor Richardson,
On behalf of the Secretary-General who is
currently away from Headquarters, I would like to
thank you for your letter of 14 August, enclosing
a reprint of your article, "Failed States,"
Self-Determination and Preventive Diplomacy:
Colonialist Nostalgia and Democratic Expectations.
The Secretary-General is extremely grateful
for receiving this timely study and for your warm
words of support.
Yours sincerely,

mrn@rnnwrn~
Lru AUG 2 1 1996
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EOSG/CENTRAL

Jean-Claude Aime
Chief of Staff

Professor Henry J. Richardson III
School of Law
Temple University
1719 N. Broad Street (055-00)
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19122
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TEMPLE UNIVERSITY
A Commonwealth University

1719 N. Broad Street (055-00)
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19122
(215) 204-7861
Fax: (215) 204-1185

August 14, 1996

H.E. Boutros Boutros-Ghali
Secretary General of the United Nations
c/o United Nations Headquarters
New York, NY 10017

My Dear Mr. Secretary-General:
We have never met, but as a teacher and scholar of international law, and an Honorary Vice
President of the American Society of International Law, I am reasonably - and favorably - aware of
your activities.
In this connection I take the liberty of enclosing for you a reprint of my article just published ,
"Failed States", Self Determination, and Prev entive Diplomacy: Colonialist Nostalgia and Democratic
Ex ectations". Notwithstanding the time-consuming weight of your work, I take this liberty because
the last half of the article focusses on an interpretation of your legal authority under the Charter to
conduct preventive diplomacy.
It proposes that your authority to conduct such diplomacy be expanded , that "another arrow
be added to your quiver" in this regard to give you more options in addressing "internal" potential
conflicts before they erupt into internationally-significant violence, and suggests in some detail a legal
and policy direction to move towards this end. Let me hasten to add that th e article also recognizes
the considerable political difficulities in moving down this road , but confronts those difficulties, in
context, with the necessity of doing so. It is my hope that the proposals and analysis here might be
of some use as you and the Organization continue to meet major challenges under the Charter in
fostering representative government, protecting rights, fostering justice, and preventing violence.
It remains onl for me to wish ou all success in attainin a second term as Secreta General. I believe the United Nations will be better s~ e_d by thaL2._utcome:..
With all best wishes,

, ~
Hen
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"FAILED STATES," SELF-DETERMINATION, AND
PREVENTIVE DIPLOMACY: COLONIALIST
NOSTALGIA AND DEMOCRATIC
EXPECTATIONS
Henry J. Richardson, JIit
'

This article is dedicated to Haywood Burns - Brother without End,
Law Warrior for Global Justice, Builder, Scholar, Generous and
Moving Human Spirit.
"One must be a god to be able to tell successes from failures without making a mistake."
-Anton Chekhov
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INTRODUCTION

It was first proposed in. late 1992 that certain states with serious governance problems be designated as "failed." 1 The proponents of this view argued the dire need for world community response to these "failures"
warranted more expansive measures, including amending the United Nations
(U.N.) Charter and other legal doctrines, to bring "failed states" into international law. 2 The proponents argue that expansive measures are needed, because the traditional approaches of money grants, loans, uncoordinated
technical assistance, and relief organizations are on the whole inadequate in
"failed" states. 3 That these legal changes would involve quite high costs and
enhanced risks of abuse by outside states to identifiable groups of peoples
and target states was minimized by the proponents as minor problems that
global elites could manage relatively easily.
Although, the argument continues, Article 2(7) of the U.N. Charter4 and
the notion of "sovereignty" create barriers against allowing extensive U.N.
direction of a country's internal matters, this notion of sovereignty is slowly
changing. 5 Indeed, the notion of sovereignty has never been matched by reality. For example, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) mandates recipients of credit to enter into detailed agreements that require the country to
reform, and perhaps even restructure, its economy. 6 Such conditioned assistance indicates that absolute sovereignty-in the sense of full freedom over
domestic policy-has diminished. Additionally, the U.N. often delivers humanitarian assistance regardless of whether host governments have given for1. Gerald B. Helman & Steven R. Ratner, Saving Failed States, 89 foREIGN PoL'Y 3 (Winter 1992-93).
2. Id. at 6-12. No one has provided a consistent or workable definition of a "failed state,"
though U.S. United Nations Ambassador Madeleine Albright has apparently compiled a list
including a visible portion of the U.N. General Assembly, and Professor Ratner and others have
given examples without much clarity on what they exemplify. The bulk of the lists and examples
appear to be Southern Tier states, since only one or two among the commentators have characterized the ex-Yugoslavia or any of its subsequent recognized component states as "failed."
Thus, all of the arguments for expanded legal permissibility for military and other coercive intervention just happen to be arguments for doing so in Southern Tier, non-European, non-G-7
states. Id. at 16-17.
3. Id. at 7.
4. U.N. CHARTER art. 2 (7). Article 2(7) of the U.N. Charter states: "Nothing contained in
the present Charter shall authorize the United Nations to intervene in matters which are essentially within the domestic jurisdiction of any state or shall require the Members to submit such
matters to settlement under the present Charter; but this principle shall not prejudice the application of enforcement measures under Chapter VII."
5. Helman & Ratner, supra note 1, at 8-11.
6. Id. at 10.
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mal assent to all the operations.7 Finally, because environmental problems
such as acid rain and global warming know no boundaries, they also overwhelm the traditional notion of national sovereignty. 8
The proponents conclude that the conceptual basis for a response to the
phenomenon of "failed states" should lie in the idea of conservatorship, which
is analogized to guardianship.9 For example, in domestic systems, the polity
confronts persons who are utterly incapable of functioning on their own and
the law then often provides some regime whereby the community itself manages the affairs of the victim. 10 The three models for U.N. conservatorship
roles would be: governance assistance, delegation of governmental authority,
and the most radical option-direct U.N. trusteeship, which would resurrect
the old trusteeship system and apply it to failed states. 11
The proponents argue that conservatorship is the correct response for
numerous reasons. First, such a response by the U.N. would flow logically
from its historical efforts in non-self-governing territories as well as from the
tradition of conditioning aid and credits on certain behavior. 12 Second, sovereignty is consistent with the idea of conservatorship, because the purpose
of conservatorship is to enable the state to resume responsibility for itself. 13
Third, the world community's responsibility to promote human rights in
failed states suggests that these old notions of sovereignty should not block
conservatorships. 14 The proponents also claim that the U.N. has the experience to adapt to more complex situations as a result of its supervision of
Namibian independence and peace-keeping functions in Central America
and the former Yugoslavia. 15 Lastly, although the costs for a U.N. rescue
operation of "failed states" will be significant, they argue it is nothing compared to the long-term costs of ignoring "failed states": potentially decades
of human misery, economic loss, and political instability. 16
We must examine these proposals closely and in context. It is commonplace that international policymakers have been reacting to a post-Cold War
wave of communal, ethnic, racial, and other conflicts within many states. Opposing invocations of the right to self-determination and the prerogatives of
· the national sovereign have become prevalent. These proposals are part of
that reaction and have fanned the embers of other similar ideas already
smoldering.
The use of the term "failed states" has spread unevenly but visibly in
American policymaking communications, less so in selective U.N. communi7. Id. at 11.
8. Id.
9. Id. at 12.
10. Id.
11. Id. at 13-16.
12. Id.
13. Id. at 12-17.
14. Id.
15. Id. at 17-18.
16. Id. at 17-20.
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CABINET OU SECRETAIRE GENERAL

22 August 1996

Dear Colonel Polk,
On behalf of the Secretary-General, I would
like to thank you for your letter of 12 August,
in which you invite the Secretary-General to address
the Inter-American Defense College at United Nations
Headquarters on 19 November.
Unfortunately, the Secretary-General has a
full schedule of events on this date, and regretfully,
therefore, must decline your kind invitation.
I am
pleased to advise you however, that Mr. Kofi Annan,
Under-Secretary-General, Department of Peace-~eeping
Operations, will receive your students on behalf of
the Secretary-General.
Yours sincerely,

Colonel Chris Polk
U.S. Air Force
Chief, External Programs
Inter-American Defense College
Building 52, Fort L.J. McNair
Washington, D. C.
20319-5066
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Inter-American Defense College
Office of External Programs
Building 52 Fort L. J. McNair
Washington, D.C . 20319-5066

August 12, 1996
His Excellency
Boutros Boutros Ghali
Secretary General
United Nations
New York , NY 10017
Dear Mr. Secretary General:
Each ear the Inter-American Defense College visits New York City as a part of
t e acade_mig_ curriculum to ac uaint our students and faculty with organizations that
discuss and resolve global issues..,_ Visiting the United Nations Headquarters has been
the high-point of our trip for many years. This year our trip is scheduled from November
18th through November 22d , 1996 and we would be honored if you could take time
from your busy schedule to address our group. On previous visits our students and
faculty were always impressed with a tour of UN Headquarters and outstanding
briefings by your staff. These visits closely complemented our curriculum of study. We
consider our UN visit a vital component in helping to reinforce the importance of
civil/military relations and for learning about the role of UN forces.
Our group will be comprised of three General Officers, colonels , lieutenant
colonels , and civilian officials representing all military services and government
agencies from Latin America , Canada , and the U.S. (17 nations). As is the norm, the
class is composed of hand-picked individuals who have excelled in their career fields.
As in all senior service colleges, our 10-month curriculum stresses the study and
analysis of the major factors of a nation's power: political, psychosocial, economic, and
military. It also examines the world situation especially as it bears on the security and
well-being of the Western Hemisphere with emphasis on the detailed analysis of all
aspects of the Inter-American situation . There is increased emphasis on peacekeeping
missions because of the growing role of military forces participating in this mission. It is
within this context that we are requesting that a briefing be devoted to discussing
current U.N. initiatives in Latin America .

~
We have the afternoon of November 19th to devote to the U.N., which also
includes meetings with some of the non-permanent members of the Security Council
(Latin America) as well as briefings from the Peacekeeping Operations Office.
Thank you, Mr. Secretary General, for your firm support of the College and its
objectives. We hope to see you during our visit in November.
My telephone number is (202) 646-1329, Fax (202) 685-6054.
Very respectfully,

~~
CHRIS POLK
Colonel, U.S. Air Force
Chief, External Programs
Enclosure
- Fact Sheet

.I •

Inter-American Defense College
Office of External Programs
Building 52 Fort L. J. McNair
Washington, D.C. 20319-5066
FACT SHEET

Mission - To function as a military institution for advanced studies, with the purpose
of preparing military personnel and civilian officials of the American States through
the study of the Inter-American System and the political, social, economic, and
military factors that constitute essential elements for the defense of the Hemisphere.
Curriculum - The curriculum of the Inter-American Defense College is ten months long,
and the sys t em of instruction is similar to that 0£ the United States National War
College and the NATO Defense College.
It is based upon the mission of the college,
the regulations and directives from the Inter-American Defense Board, and on the
academic experience gathered in previous courses . The curriculum includes a review of
the current body of thought on the political, psycho-social, economic, and military
fields as well as on an intensive investigation of the structure of power; an
examination of the world situation, especially as it bears on the security and wellbeing of the Western Hemisphere; and finally, a detailed analysis of all aspects of
the Inter-American situation.
The students learn and practice, in group discussion,
the methodology of international cooperation and the basic aspects of the continental
security planning at the highest strategic levels.
The College takes advantage of the
unparalleled educational and research facilities in the Washington, D.C. area to
enhance the academic program.
This includes visits to the Library of Congress, the
Organization of American States, the Inter-American Development Bank, and the National
Defense University.
COMPOSITION - ACADEMIC YEAR 96/97
COUNTRY
Argentia
Bolivia
Brazil
Canada
Chile
Colombia
Costa Rica
Ecuador
El Salvador
Guatemala
Honduras
Mexico
Paraguay
Perii
United States
Uruguay
Venezuela

STAFF /FACULTY

STUDENTS

1
0
4
0
2

1
1
4

3
0
2
0
0
0
0
0

8
1
2
1
4
1

1
4
1

3

3
3

3
2
3

9
3
10

Total
59
* 21
* Includes three General Officers (U . S. Army Major General (2 star), Venezuelan Air
Force General (2 star), Chilean Army General (2 star) . (As of 8 Aaug 96)
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20 August 1996

EOSG/CENTRAL
Dear Ms.
On behalf of the Secretary-General, I should like
to thank y ou for your letter dated 28 July, in which
you inquired about the possibility that the
Secretary-General would make a presentation on "The
United Nations and Terrorism 11 at Rutgers Unive rsity.
The Sec retary-General attaches the greatest
importance to the United Nations' role in combatting
terrorism, and he has readily agreed in princ i ple to
make a presentation such as you s uggest. However, the
Secretary-General's programme is already fully
committe d on the dates indicated in your letter;
I
should be grateful, therefore, if you could advise
this Office of other dates upon which this
presentation could take place.
The Secretary-General sends his best wishes to
you and to the members of the Dark Elegy Committee at
Rutgers University.
Yours sincerely,

J~me

Chief of Staff

Ms . Fran Pilch
Committee Chairman
Dark Elegy Committee at Rutgers University
New Brunswi ck

.

FROM: HUNTERDON PRINTING SHOPPE

THE STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW JERSEY ~.t ' - " r r.b
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RUTGERS

NOV 2 5 1996
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Nov. 25 1996 01:48PM P1
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PHONE NO. : 908 806 6268

Deportment of Polltlcal Science
• P.O. Box 270 • New Brunswick • New Jersey 08903-0270

t• Do gloss College
·

(908) 932·9283/9284 • FAX: 908/932-7170

Office of the Secretary-General
Uni_ted Nations
New York, NY 10017
Dear Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali:
Thank you for your response t6 our inquiry about the possibility
of a visit to Rutgers University in conjunction with the
"Dark Ele "Scul ture Exhibit to give a presentation on
the United Nations and -Terrorism.
Your letter indicated that I suggest several alternative dates
for your visit.
I would like to suggest the following, in
_Q rder .Q f_ o__ll r r u erence, for an 8: 00 PM talk:
/

Wednesday ,

If r7Monday,
~

3

~Thursday,
Wednesday,

December
December
December
December

11

2
5
4

~ U\; ~ 0
~~-

The December 11 date would be far preferential, due to the
necessity of getting out the publicity on the event.
Please respond by FAX as soon as possible to 908-996-6930.
Thank you very much for your consideration,
and if none of
these dates work,
perhaps we can schedule something for the
Spring semester.
Sincerely yours,

~&.n/~
Fran Pilch, Ph.D.
' '
Telephone (908) 782 - 1417

RECEIVED TIME

NOV. 25 .

DARK ELEGY
On December 21, 1988, while at 31,000 feet, a te"orist bomb exploded, destroying Pan
Am Flight 103 over Lockerbie, Scotland. The flight was filled with holiday travelers, most on
their way home from London to New York. All 259 passengers and crew perished along with
11 people on the ground. Bodies, effects, debris, and wreckage fell over an area of 840 square
miles. The recovery process was beyond anyone's recognition.
Aboard Pan Am Flight 103 were many young people, among them my first born son,
Alexander, a Syracuse University senior on his way home for Christmas. He had just spent an
exciting semester at the Syracuse London campus. Alexander was 21 years old. I was
devastated!
I am a sculptor, and it is natural for me to shape, form, and translate my emotions into
large human figures. At this point, I started creating mother figures in various expressions of
grief, pain, and rage. JVhen other women who had lost loved ones on Pan Am 103 learned of
my work, many expressed a desire to contribute to this project called DARK ELEGY.
One by one they come into my studio, step onto a posing platform, close their eyes, and
go back to December 21, 1988, to that horrible moment when they learned that their loved one
had died. They allow their bodies to fall into the position that it took upon hearing that most
devastating news. Some scream, some beg, some weep, some pray, some curl into a ball, while
others raise their fists in anger and despair.
This is the moment that I freeze in time. This is the pose that I shape into sculpture.
I have asked the women to give me a small memento of their loved one which I then place into
the sculpture, generally into the heart area. Sometimes it is a shoelace, a sock, an earring, a
photo, a poem, or whatever they wish. One day these items will be found and provoke thought
and remembrance.
Each figure is inscribed with the names of the women posing and that of the person lost.
In this way, each sculpture becomes a private statement.
·
Many of the total of 125 figures which I envision have already been completed. I believe
that it is quite unusual for someone to portray such tragic, raw emotion, not as an outsider
looking in, but sadly, of those portrayed.
All figures are slightly larger than life and are made of synthetic stone and fiberglass
shaped over a welded-steel armature and wire. The pieces are weather resistant.
My hope is that DARK ELEGY will become a reminder of what hate can do, both to

people and to countries. It should be a reminder that life is fragile and that we can lose that
which is most precious to us so easily and have to live with that loss for the remainder of our
lives.
DARK ELEGY is dedicated with deep love to all victims of te"orism.
SUSE LOWENSTEIN
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culptures in the "Dar~ Elegy" exhibition commemorating the anguish of women as they heard of bomb that blew apart Pan Am 103.

Sculptures Capture Grief of Plane Bombing
I

By SOPHIA M. FISCHER

G

MORRISTOWN
ERI BUSER of Glen Rock heard
the terrible news from a television report. The plane carrying
her hushand, her son and her
pregnant daughter had blown up. And like
many others seized by the shock and the
grief, she lhrew her hands up in the"air as
if to beg God why.
That anguish felt by Ms. Buser and
other women who lost loved ones five
years ago on Pan Am Flight 103 has been
depicted in a powerful outdoor exhibition
of sculptures scheduled lo go on display in
Livingston next week through the end of
June after a showing in Morristown.
The exhibition, titled "Dark Elegy," Is
by Susc Lowenstein of Mendham and
comprises a circular cluster of 26 sculptured female nudes contorted in pain, fists
raised in anger, heads buried in hands,
backs hunched over, arms reaching upward:
"You do remember that moment," said
Ms. Buser. whose family joined 35 other
victims from New Jersey among the 270
people who died when a terrorist bomb
blPw apart the plane over Lockerbie, Scotland. "It's there constantly. You relive it
every day."
A Way to Express Pain
That is something Ms. . Lowenstein
knows all loo well. The artist began creating the larger-than-life pieces that make
up "Dark Elegy" as a way to express her
own pain. Her son, Alexander, 21, was on
the flight, one of 35 Syracuse University
students heading home for the winter
holidays after a semester at the university's London campus.
"As a sculptor, I often deal with subject
matters that go on in life," she said.
"When my son was murdered, I was dealIng with hurt, sadness, anger and rage
that goes along with that."
Ms. Lowenstein began sculpturing Im-

·ages of herself reacting to Alexander's
death. When other women in a national
support group called the Victims of Pan
Am Flight 103 heard what Ms. Lowenstein, a fellow member, was doing, they
asked to participate.
The women still go to her studio, pose on
a platform and arc gently guided by the
arlisl lo the very moment when they
learned of the bombing. Ms. Lowenstein is
now working on six more figures, with 125
planned in total for the project.
"Each body has a specific language and
responds differently," Ms. Lowenstein
said. "That's why the figures are so various in their expressions. The feeling over

security guards when I saw the news on
the airport television monitors," Ms. Dater said. "Part of me wanted to know what
happened, and a part of me didn't. My
statue has a hand over my eye so I can't
see the monitor, and a hand out lo cover
an car so I don't hear it."
Posing nude or with lillle clothing lo
allow the artist lo clearly view their body
language was diffirnll for some of the
women, including Ms. Dater.
"I was reluctant at first because I had
never posed," she said. "But I realized
what a powerful statement we could make
collectively. We needed to tell the world
about this terrible tragedy that involves
something so enormous as international
terrorism and how it impacts us personally."

At first, Ms. Buser said, she was also
hesitant. "Something in me pushed me to
do it," she said. "I thought, 'Why not, if
this will remind people of what happened.'
I cried when l saw the finished piece. I
thought, 'My God, that's me, and this is
what happened.' It was very emotional."
A Few Complaints About Nudity .
Although not explicit, the figures' nudity has bothered some people. A former
Livingston Mayor, Ellie Cohen, who was
the loss of a child is so deep. It ls a loss you
Instrumental in bringing the exhibition to
cannot anticipate and which will always
the township, said there were a handful of
be there. The difficult part to deal with is . complaints after a photograph of the figknowing It will never change."
ures appeared in a local paper.
Men are not represented In the work.
"l.f you see a picture out of context, It
the artist said, simply because none ap- has a different expression," she said.
proached her. "H's a sign of our limes and "One~ the exhibit came here and people
culture, men not being as easy in portray- saw it, some changed their minds. Things
Ing their emotions," Ms. Lowenstein said. aren't always what they seem."
."If someone wanted, I would include
"I couldn't get over the power of what
him."
the sculptures conveyed, the lasting horMs. Buser posed, as did Joan Dater of
ror of terrorism," Ms. Cohen added.
Ramsey, whose daughter, Gretchen, an "When Suse was installing the sculptures,
art student, had just completed a semes- people read the plaque, went up to her and
ter studying art in London. Ms. Dater was hugged her."
at Kennedy International Airport waiting
Still, some people might view the exhifor her daughter to arrive when she heard bition as maudlin, said Carole Doyle, exabout the explosion.
ecutive director of First Night Morris,
"I was walking to a briefing room with
which featured the sculptures as one of

An artist and her
subjects vow that
Pan Am Flight 103
won't be forgotten.

Morristown's New Year's Eve · attractions. She visited them several times during daylight and at night and said the
sculptures must be approached with an
open mind.
"I myself didn't find them maudlin,"
Ms. Doyle said. "On the contrary, you can
see and feel the horror these people went
through. You see the sorrow on their faces
and in the positions of their bodies."
The artist discounts critics, pointing out
.that m~ny great works of art have portrayed nudes. Furthermore, she said,
clothing the figures would have created
differences where none existed. Black or
Continued on Page 9
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Sculptures in the "Dark Elegy" exhibition in Morristown showing women as they learned
that a terrorist bomb had blown apart Pan Am Flight 103 over Lockerbie, Scotland.

Sculptures Capture Grief of Bombing
.Continued From Pagel
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'
white, rich or poor, all the -women ing the exhibition from· site to site.
suffered loss and experienced the ; The host town now helps with the
monument," Ms. Lowenstein said. "If
pain, anger and grief, she said:
: transportation financing.
they were light in weight, they just
"I don't expect everyone to hke the I The exhibition, which started out a wouldn't be as convincing."
work," Ms. Lowenstein said. "If : year and a half ago with 18 pieces,
There are no exact figures for how
someone calls 'Dark Elegy' obscene, , was first displayed in Bridgehamp- many people have viewed the exhlbi•
it's obvious they have problems wi.th / ton, LI., at a gallery where Ms. lion during its time in New Jersey,
their own sexuality."
' Lowenstein . regularly shows her_ but town officials estimate that thou- :
Inside many of the statues are me• ; work. The sculptures moved to the sands have seen it. Some spot it from
mentos of the victims: j~wel~y, let•!.. Delbarton School in Morristown last ~eir cars and pull over for a closer
ters, teddy bears and the hke, given to spring. ·
look. Others make it a point to visit.
the artist by the women who posed. . The Town of Morristown was then
__ _ _
·
"You cannot see these items, but host to the exhibition for about six
·· - - ·· - · ··
they make the sculpture more per- months at its municipal center, fol•
"There was almost always somesonal to the women," Ms. Lowenstein lowed by Livingston, which lent the .
one there," said Terence Reidy, town
said. "In years to come, if the figure exhibition back to Morristown for the
splits open,_it_
reveal something First Night_celebration. ~~~ it r~-~ ' administrator for Morristown. "One
day it was pouring rain, not one of
about the v1ct1m.
turns to Livingston, the exh1b1t1on will
those gently drizzle days. Three peo- ·
A Process of Her Own
be on the front lawn of the town'a
main library, just off Robert H. Harp pie were standing in the rain under
The weather-resistant figures are Drive and Livingston Avenue.
umbrellas, taking the sculptures in. It
made of a hollow welded steel arma•
was clear they didn't just happen
ture, covered with chicken wire; syn• Interest From Other Towns
past. It's emotional and very touchthetic stone and fiberglass. The earth south Orange and Caldwell offi• ing."
■
tone pigmentation varies from light · cials have expressed interest in being
to dark, with the stronger color repre- hosts to the exhibition between June
senting strength.
and November, after which the sculp- _
"After some research, I came up tures are scheduled to go to Fordham
with this process because it was af• University at Lincoln Center.
fordable to mE! and could hold the
Moving the sculptures is not easy. ;
elements," Ms. Lowenstein said. "To Each statue weighs 200 to 250 pounds,
my knowledge, I am the only one requiring a crew of four using a buck•
working with this type of process." . etloader to lift the sculptures into a
The artist pays for all her materi• , 46-foot tractor-trailer.
als, and, until recently, paid for mov• · "Each figure is somewhat of a

wi!!

'You can see and

feel the horror
these people
went through.'

SUSE LOWENSTEIN
24 OLD ORCHARD ROAD
MORRISTOWN, NJ 07960
ARTISTS STATEMENT
TO ME, THE HUMAN BODY REPRESENTS THE MOST INTRIGUING
AND WONDEROUS OF ALL CREATIONS. I AM FASCINATED BY ITS'
UNCONSCIOUS ABILITY TO EXPRESS THE HUMAN SPIRIT WITH
ALL ITS' COMPLEXITIES AND EMOTIONS.
MY WORK , "DARK ELEGY", PORTRAYS THE BODIES OF HUMAN
BEINGS AT THAT VERY MOMENT WHEN THEY LEARN OF THEIR
MOST
PAINFUL LOSS;
THAT OF THEIR CHILD OR THEIR
HUSBAND. THESE INNOCENT VICTIMS WERE PASSENGERS ABOARD
PANAM FLIGHT 103 WHEN A TERRORIST BOMB EXPLODED AT
31,000 FEET KILLING ALL 259 PASSENGERS AND 11 PEOPLE ON
THE GROUND~ THIS WAS THE LARGEST TERRORIST ATTACK
AGAINST AMERICAN CIVILIANS IN U.S. HISTORY.
WHAT MAKES MY SCULPTURE, "DARK ELEGY", UNIQUE IS THE
FACT THAT THIS TRAGEDY IS PORTRAYED BY AN INSIDER, A
PARTICIPANT RATHER THAN SOMEONE ON THE OUTSIDE LOOKING
IN. I AM ONE OF THE WOMEN PORTRAYED. MY 21 YEAR OLD SON,
ALEXANDER, WAS ONE OF THISE KILLED ON PANAM FLIGHT 103.
I FIND IT IMPORTANT TO RECORD THIS ENORMOUS TRAGEDY FOR
THE GENERATIONS TO COME. I HOPE THAT MY SCULPTURAL
STATEMENT WILL STAND AS A REMINDER OF WHAT BLIND
HATRED CAN DO TO PEOPLE AND TO THEIR COUNTRIES.
MY HOPE IS THAT THE VIEWER OF THIS SCULPTURE WILL BE
DRAWN IN TO ITS' CORE AND EXPERIENCE THE POWER OF THE
EMOTIONS INDICATED WITHIN THESE BODIES OF STONE; THEN
WALK AWAY WITH THE REALIZATION THAT WE ARE SO VERY
FRAGILE; THAT IN AN INSTANT WE CAN LOSE THAT WHICH IS
MOST PRECIOUS TO US.
WHEN
COMPLETED,
"DARK
ELEGY"
APPROXIMATELY 120 HUMAN FIGURES.

WILL

CONSIST

"DARK ELEGY" IS DEDICATED TO ALL VICTIMS OF TERRORISM.

OF

SUSE LOWENSTEIN
24 Old Orchard Road
Morristown, N.J. 07960
(201) 540-1191

Experience:
1976- Present

Sculpture in Foam, Steel, Fiberglass, Synthetic Stone & Bronze,
Sculpture in various plastics resin (epoxy, polyester, etc.)
Painting in Acrylics

1973-1976

Logo & Letterhead design
Sculpture in silver
Wood Carving
Supergraphic design

1965-1973

Freelance Decorative Textile Designer (New York, N.Y)
Sold to: General Tire & Rubber Fieldcrest
Burlington Industries
Spring Mills
Pepperill
Bordon Chemical
Para Dev., Detecto
Congroleum Ind.
Schumacher
David & Dash
and others

1964-1965

Textile Design, Mary Sol, Baranquilla, Colombia

Education:
1960-1964

Fine Arts Degree from: Werkkunstschule fur Textile
Grafik & Werbung, Germany

Publications & Media

Architectural Record, May 1973 & May 1976
New York Times Magazine, May 1973
House Beautiful, August 1974 & June 1979
L.J. Newsday Magazine, August 1974
Architektur & Wohnen, April 1976 & May 1978

Morristown Record, June 1977
New Jersey Monthly, March.1980
Artspeak, October 1984
Newark Star Ledger, August 1986
Morris County Magazine, Fall 1987
Daily Record, November 1987
North Jersey Advance, November 1987
Newark Star Ledger, January 1988
Daily Record, November 1988
Observer Tribune, February 1988
Newark Star Ledger, July 1988
Newsday, June 1989
New York Times, August 1989
People Magazine, September 1989
Newsday, June 1990
Newark Star Ledger, April 1991

Publications & Media

Daily Record, December 1991
New York Daily News, February 1992·
Morris County Magazine, Spring 1992
Morris County Magazine, Summer 1992
New York Times, August 1992
Newsday, August 1992
Easthampton Star, August 1992
Southampton Press, August 1992
Dan's Papers, August 1992
Stern Magazine, November 1992
Morris County Daily Record, October 1992
Newark Star Ledger, December 1992
Newark Star Ledger, June 1993
Morris County Daily Record, June 1993
Herald + News, June 1993
New York Times, August 1993
New York Times, January 1994
Bergen Record, August 1995
New York Times, September 1995

Television + Radio
ABC, Good Morning America, December 1989
NBC, Inside Edition, December 1989
Discovery Channel, December 1989
PBS, New Jersey Network, December 1989 & March 1990
CBS News, November 8, 1991
WPIX (Channel 11) News, November 14, 1991
LTV (Ch. 12) Opening, August 1, 1992
FREIER SENDER BERLIN, December 27, 1992
NHK, Japanese Broadcasting Corp., October, 1993
CBS News, October 1, 1993
CBS, Eye To Eye With Connie Chung
And Charles Kuralt, December 16th, 1993
NBC, Nightly News, December 19th, 1993
PBS, New Jersey Network News, December 20th, 1993
BLOOMSBURG RADIO, N.Y., JULY 1994
LIFE TIME CHANNEL, July 1994
NATIONAL PUBLIC RADIO, September 1995
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Exhibitions & Memberships
March 1964
June1964
Spring 1975
1976- Present
June-July 1983
Oct. - Nov. 1983
October 1984
October 1985
Aug &: Oct. 1986
Nov. '86 &: Feb. '87
Nov. '86 &: Feb. '87
May 1987 - Present
Oct. - Nov. 1987
Oct. - Nov. 1987
November 1987
October 1987
October 1987
Jan. - Feb. 1988
Apr. - May 1988
May - Aug. 1988
Sept. - Oct. 1988
June, 1989
June - Aug. 1990
February 1991
June - Aug. 1991
August 1992
Sept. 1992 - May 1993
June 1993-Nov. 1993
Dec. 1993 - May 1994
March - Sept. 1994
June 1994 - Oct 1994
Oct. 1994 - March 1995
December 1994
June - Sept 1995
Sept 1995 - May 1996
November 1995

Hamburg School of Art, Hamburg, Germany
Objects D'Art, Baranquilla, Columbia
Allied Chemical Corp., Morristown, N.J.
Morris County Art Association, Morristown, N.J.
Scheyer Galdo Gallery, Morristown, N.J.
Morris County Museum of Art, Morristown, N.J.
National Arts Club, New York, N.Y.
National Arts Club, New York, N.Y.
Blackwell Street Gallery, Dover, N.J.
Artists Society International, San Francisco, CA
"Gallerie", Nyack, NY
Permanent Exhibit, CITICORP, New York, NY
Blackwell Street Gallery, Dover, N.J.
National Arts Club, New York, N.Y.
Commission for CITCORP, New York, N.Y.
Member, "City Without Walls", Newark, N.J.
Member, International Sculpture Source, Washington, D.C.
Nabisco Headquarters, East Hanover, N.J.
Wilson Gallery, Mountdin Lakes, N.J.
"City Without Walls", Newark, N.J.
Curator, "City Without Walls", Newark, N.J.
Elaine Benson Gallery, Bridgehampton, N. Y.
Nabisco Headquarters, East Hanover, N.J.
Commission for Newark Beth Israel Medical Center
Elaine Benson Gallery, Bridgehampton, N.Y.
Elaine Benson Gallery, Bridgehampton, N. Y.
St. Mary's Abbey/Delbarton, Morristown, N.J.
Town Hall, Morristown, N.J.
Town Hall, Livingston, N.f.
Sculptur Showcase, New Hope, P.A.

Meadowland Park, South Orange, N.J.
Fordham University At Lincoln Center, N.Y.
Speaker, Brooklyn Museum Lecture Series, N.Y.
Elaine Benson Galler:1, Bridgehampton, NY
Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY
Guest Speaker,Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY
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LIFE'S TRAGIC FIGURES
Sculptor wh~ lost son in bombing captures terror's agony
By BRIANT. MURRAY

The sudden appearance of 25 larger-than-life-size women kneeling,
lying and praying on the front lawn of
Morristown municipal hall has attracted hundreds of passersby since
the earthen-colored sculptures arrived
·Thursday.
The curious wander off their normal daily routes and even stop their
cars along South Street to inspect the
figures, which present a more dour
presence close-up as visitors realize
the women appear to be screaming,
crying, begging and surrendering in
pain.
"Dark Elegy," the work of Suse
Lowenstein of Mendham Township, is,
in her words, "dedicated with deep
love to all victims of terrorism."
The sculptor's 21 -year-old son,
Alexander, was one of259 people killed
when a bomb planted by terrorists destroyed Pan Am Flight 103 over Lockerbie, Scotland, on Dec. 21, 1988. Her
sculptures-all women raging with
anger, sobbing with pain, tearfully
comforting another or lying prone In
rlefeat-are a few of 125 sculpted portraits Lowenstein is crafting of women
who lost family in the terrorist attack.
The women are depicted as they
were at the moment they heard about
the deaths of their loved ones.
"I graduated with two of the people killed in this," said one Mendham
Township woman, declining to give
her name as she walked among the
sculptures.

Mayor Norman Dloch made the
call, he said, when offlcials reallied
they did not have to wait for the town
council to meet on the question of setting up the works on the front lawn.1
The decision has made kind of a park
out of a piece of municipal property
generally visited only by pigeons.
"What happened? I was passing
on the street over there and came to
see," said Consola Rosania of Convent
Station, who was driving by town hall
when the works caught his eye.
"Something must have happened, they look so sad. It's breathtaking," said Muriel Roth of Morristown,
as she moved closer and closer to the
figures.
"It's frightening. It frightens mr.. I
see the tragedy on their faces," she
added after being told of the connection to Flight 10:1.
Michael Duffy of Morristown said
simply, "It's interesting."
r·
·.,'
.:. -'<
·····;•
'·.A
Another man questioned why
',:).(,< •.- ;.••
~.t{:;~:t -.. ,fri\'i
Sculptor Suse Lowenstein supervises the placement of her 'Dark Elegy' Lowenstein did not include a few men
who lost family in the terrorist attack.
series of sculptures on the lawn of Morristown municipal hall
A plaque placed in the hr.art of
the
figures,
which are stretched out
"It's very moving," said a friend
"Since the ladies arrived, I've had
who accompanied her.
hundreds. if not thousands, of pr.ople ovr.r al>out 30 square fret, tells LowenThey were just two of about a come t.o li'lok at it," said Chambers, stein's story and purpose.
In part, she statrd, "My hopr is
dozen people drawn to the artwork looking ovrr I.he sculptures.
within a half-hour yesterday, and they
"Someone who knows the artist that Dark Elegy becomes a reminder
were among only a few who knew what called us on her behalf. Thry had been showing what hate can do, both to
it was all about. Town Clerk William on display at Delbarton (School) and people and to countries. It should be a
Chambers said yesterday that the someone askrd us if she could get a reminder that life is fragile and that we
town's front lawn has been crowded more pul>lic forum . . . This is not their can lose that which is most precious to
with curious visitors since the display permanent. home, but t.hey'll be here us so easily, and have to livr. with t.lrnt ,
went up.
awhile," Ch:unl>ers added.
loss for the remainder of our lives."
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Statues in Silent Grief
Bring Terrorism Home
MORRISTOWN, N.J.
ACH day, hundreds of commuters who would ordinarily zip
past the Morristown Muncipal
Hall stop in their tracks, round the
parking circle out front and warily
approach the west lawn.
They walk over to a dense cluster
of arresting, slightly larger-than-life
figures just beyond a row of maples.
Then they freeze . If the sculptures
look provocative from the road, they
are pos111vely unnerving up close.
Some people collapse on a bench in
front of the in stallation and stare at it
in stunned silence. Others walk very
quietly among the figures, as if tiptoemg through a cemetery.
The 26 female nudes express loss,
rage, raw pain . Some cover their
faces with their hands. Others clutch
their stom achs. Some are fold ed in a
heap. Some are screaming. Most
chilling is the discovery that the
sculptures reveal actual moments.
What Suse Lowenstein. the artist, ha s
sculplUred are figures of herself and
other grieving mothers whose children fell fro m the sky 31,000 feet over
Lockerbie , Scotland.

E
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Dedicated to all victims of terrorism, the work, "Dark Elegy, " seem s
especiall y t!n-:ely after t h e \Vu rfd

Trade Center bombing and the terrorist plots that are believed to have
been thwarted after it. It is both a memorial to the 270 people who died as a
result of the terrorist bombing of Pa n
Am Flight 103 and an intensely personal statement of grief. It reminds
the world of a bombing that remains
an-unresolved Issue, with families of
vichms still waiting for answers.
The 49-year-old artist began to create mother figures in various stages

The moment when
the mothers of P an
Am Flight 103
heard the news.
of mourning shortly a fter losing her
21-year-old son, Alexander, in the
fireball of Dec. 21, 1988. She related
what she was doing to members of
Victims of Pan Am 103 and many
women asked if they could join in.
The result captures the moment
when the participants discovered
what happened to the flight. Each
woman who came to Ms. Lowenstein's studio stood on a posing platform and recalled the instant they learned the airliner's fate.
" It 's been basically heart-wrenching," Ms. Lowenstein said. "It's each
time going through the process. Each
woman feels the same emotions."
No men were included in the work
because none volunteered, she said.
"It reveals the different ways men
and women grieve," she said. "Not
that men feel any less pain."
Eventually, Ms. Lowenstein plans
to include 125 wom en - widows and
mothers who posed for her - in the
project. The figures are made of synthetic stone and fiberglass covered
with wire mesh, colored in tones of
term cot ta and ash. There are two
figures of herself among the ones currently on display. In one, she is kneeling, being comforted by another. In
the other, she has her hands over her
head.
She found out about the bombing
from a phone call from one of her
son's friends. Her son was a Syracuse
Uni ve rsity senior on a semester
abroad. She last saw him three weeks
before he died .

"I felt compelled to visit him," she
said. ·" And we spent a wonderful
week. For the first time, he was in
charge, arranging the hotel, making
dinner reservations and taking me to
the art museums." After four days in
London, they flew to Hamburg, Germa ny, where Ms. Lowenstein has
fa mily. She said Alexander met some
of his aunts and uncles for the first
time.
"Alexander was a very sunny
young man," she said. "His love of
life was obvious. He was a funny kid,
a very handsome you ng man."
"The last thing he said to me was,
'I'll see you in 10 days,'" she said.
Now, all her work is informed by
her son's death.

•

•

•

" I'm basically not what I call a
grief junkie,'' she said. "But I cannot
be quite as frivolous as I used to be.
Which isn't to say they're always going to be a downer, but my works
have to have some substance now."
No one is quite sure how many people have stopped to study the figures,
which have been on display since
mid-June and will remain on the lawn
until at least October. Town officials
have estimated that thousands of
drivers, heading to and from western
Morris County on Route 124, stopped
at the lawn the first few weeks.
Ms. Lowenstein, who lives with her
husband, Peter, and younger son, Lucas, in Mendham, west of Morristow n, said "Dark Elegy" received a
similai: reaction when it was first displayed last August at the Ela ine Benson Galle ry in Bridgeha mpton.
"It just seems that the sight grips
the viewer," she said.
People are also moved by the
plaque describing the work. It reads
in part : "I want it to remind ourselves that life is fra gile and that we
can lose that which is most precious
to us in an instant and have to live
with that for the remainder of our
lives."
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TODAY
By DORY DEVLIN Photo by ROBERT EBERLE

A.·

top the wide green hill in front of
"I experienced these emotions and when they heard," said the artist. "It fas.·
the Delbarton School are haunting, built them,'. ' Lowenstein said, standing . . cinates me how genuinely they go back to
, . earthen~toned .figures of women. amidst the statues evoking rage, anger .-that moment. Some call their loved one's
· Some doubled·over, eyes shielded. Others and deep sadness, . ,
· - . • -· . -· · · name. Others weep like a child, curled up
.· with arm_s outstretched beseechingly to· · With the help of the other women ·· in a ball."
- _ward the. heavens. A few clutching their who relive the dreadful moments when •
All, she believes, have gotten some- . bodies, as if they would shatter into they learned their loved ones died; · thing from the experience.
' pieces were they tci let go.
Lowenstein is crafting from steel, chick"The women go away from the stuThey are the poses of pain-the pain en wire, fiberglass and synthetic stone dio .with a sense of relief, a sense of con. :. of women who have lost children, hus- an evocative monument to the victims tributing something good," said Lowen. bands and grandchildren. And their like~ of Part Am Flight 103, ensuring they will . · _stein. And many take comfort knowfng
.: nesses were created by a .woman who · not be forgotten even after their survi- .- the sculptures will always 'be there. One
.knows.their anguish alltoo well. . .
vors are gone. Called '.'Dark Elegy,''._ the of the biggest fears among the survivors is
- - Suse. Lowenstein, a sculptor from . -work.is comprised of 25 completed sculp- · that t;heir family me_mbers will be forgot-. Meridham Township, has channeled her tures, but Lowenstein plans to make at ten. ''
· grief over the death of her 21-year~old least 100 more-that's how many women
· - "I found i_t to be very cathartic," said
.' son, Alexander, into the striking pieces _· she has photographed for the piece. -. ' -· · Aphrodite Tsairis~whose daughter, Alexon display at the private Roman Catho- .
Lowenstein asks the women who sit ia, died on the flight. "It's a very private
lie boys schooi'in Morris Towi1ship. Alex- . for the sculptures to return to the time moment with the person sitting and the
ander, a senior at Syracµse University, when they first heard about the crash, sculptor. Obviously, with her having the
was one of270 people killed when Pan Am and to recall how their bodies reacted to same pain, it creates a wonderful mo-Flight 103 crashed in Lockerbie, Scotland, the initial shock.
. ment. One is creating and giving voice to
on Dec. 21, 1988 after a bomb planted by .
"They close their eyes and go back
Please turn to Page 28
terrorists exploded.
in time to that terrible, terrible moment

A TRAGIC CAST

Sculpted pieces by Suse Lowenstein are
positioned on a hillside of the Delbarton
School in Morris Twp.
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Pain, loss oljet boinbin9 evoked
Continued from Page 23

th e pain." The figure representing
Joan Dater has one hand covering her
eyes, the other arm extended. Dater
was at the airport waiting for her
daughter, Gretchen, to arrive home
from h~r London semester. She knew
somethmg was wrong, and then she
heard the news.
"The w~ I h~ard, I was walking
down the corridor m the airport. They
happened to have a TV monitor on
a~d ~ didn't want to see the monitor. I
d1dn t want to hear any news. On the
other hand, I couldn't wait to hear exactly what happened," recalled the
Ramsey woman. "I saw the monitor
and at that exact moment there was a
photo of the nose of the plane, that famous shot, and underneath were the
words, 'Pan Am 103. Crash.' That Is
how I knew. It was devastating.''
In the sculpture, she Is blinding
her eres to the reality of the crash and
p_ushmg away the noise of the televis10n.
"!hat pose crystallizes the mome~t m terms of me hearing the facts,
seemg the facts and then coping with
~he crus~in~ reality," Dater said.
Only_ I d1dn t cope. I went into shock
and I Just crumbled up inside."
L?wenstein's likeness can be
found m the exhibit twice.
. In one, "I'm doubling over " she
said, mimicking her words and the
pose_ her body must have struck upon
h~armg her . oldest of two sons had
died. In the other, someone "is helping
me get up, because that's the moment .
you want to give up for good. But part 1
of me helps me up. Symbolically I'm in
there twice.''
'
Before "Dark Elegy" and a work
calle? "Evolution," Lowenstein was
working on before the crash, her sculptures were all white. Alexander had
P_Ose~ for three of the pieces in "Evolution, and when Lowenstein got the
call ~an Am 103 had exploded, she was
working on one cf them. From that
moment on, her art changed. She says
she has eschewed details that she now
fi nds _unimportant for depth~Showing
emotion and feelings are what's important now. Tinting the final layers of the
sculptures with earth tones was one of
her vehicles to do that in "Dark
Elegy.''
. "I felt it important the whole
piece should be earth tones because it
1s the most basic. Because what happened here was basic. The most basic
awful pain a woman can feel."
'
Working on the sculptures is one
wa.y Lowenstein has confronted her
pam. "It. helps working with grief because gnef 1s something you cannot
push away," said Lowenstein. "You
n~ecl. to look at it squarely and deal
w1th1t."
The other way is with her husba~d! Peter, and the New Jersey-based
ac_t1v1st group, Victims of Pan Am
Fhgh~ 103, pursuing a poiitical agenda
~o ~rmg the terrorists responsible to
Justice and to improve airline security
S? no more Flight 103s happen. Thirtyeight _of the 259 passengers who died
on Fhght 103 were from New Jersey
Eleven people were killed on th~ .
ground.

·Photo by Robert Eberle
Scul ptor S
L
.
use owenstein works in . the stud'10 behind her Mendham
Township home

- The group, which gets together
. Inside each statue Lowenstein
about every six v.:eeks, has supported has pla~ed mementos beionging to the
each other emot1onally as the survi- : crash victim that mean something to
vors ~ave wor~ed the past .four years 1 ~he ~oman, and the artist discreetly
lobbying Washmgton for action.
1 mscnbes the figure with the names of
The indictment of two Libyan in- ; the woman and the one-or ones-she
telligence officers In November 1991 lost.
for the bombing has done little to an- .
"Sometimes It's a letter. Someswer the group's call for justice. want- \ times a photograph or a eulogy said at
ing the pair extradited and seeking to a memorial service," said Lowenstein.
find and.charge_the..many more they "Sometimes it's a silly thing ... One
believe were behind the terrorist at- ' young man had an atrocious taste In
tack, the group has been working with · ties, so the woman gave me one of the
congressmen to seek an oil embargo . worst from his closet. One couldn't deagainst Libya. Economic sanctions im- I clde, so she ~rought two pairs of
posed against Libya are up for review sneakers, tenms balls and a tennis
in mid-December.
racket. It all went inside."
":he hardest thing to accept is · . Barbara Primea~ gave L?wenthey simply died because they were on stem ~uttons fro_m shirts belongmg to
an American plane," said Lowenstein. her twm sons, Eric and Jason Coker, to
What's harder, she said, is "it's four place near the heart area.
years later and nothing has changed.
~n her way back from a group
The murderers responsible for this are meetmg In Albany, N.Y., this month to
as free as they were Day 1.
her new home in Georgia, Primeau
Airline security legislation passed s~opped ~Y De)barton to view the exby Congress two years ago also sig- h1b1t, which will be at the scl).ool at
naled a measure of success for the least-through Memorial Day.
group. Among its stipulations, the law
"It ~as very raw for me, powerful
s~rengthened security guidelines at and m~yin~, I f~lt myself catching my
rurports and required notifying pas- brea.th, srud Pi:1meau, who, like other
sengers of credible terrorist threats, s~rv1vors, mentioned how particularly
something not done in the case of difficult they find the holidays. Many
Flight 103.
spoke to their relatives for the last
Lowenstein's sculptures achieve tlm~ .aro~nd Th~nksgiving and were
both public and private aims. By ex- ant1_c1patmg their arrival home for
hi biting the grief and pain of the fami- Christmas when the tragedy occurred.
lies of those who. died on the doomed . "It brought up for me we were all
fligh~, the political cause stays in the lfl the same place. em?tionally, even
public eye. Privately the survivors though we were m different places
know they have left behind a monu- when .we learned,_" Primeau said of her
ment to their relatives
expenence standmg runong the figures
·
of grief. "It was very, very moving and
very, very painful to stand there
among all those people, because that's
how I see them, as people."
11
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Note to Mr. Aim/ ~ /
Invitation from Rutgers University

With reference to the above invitation, the Secretary-~o/ral is already committed to
attending a dinner with the United Nations Correspondents' ~ s~ciation on 23 October,
while the alternative that Rutgers has proposed (13 Nove er) also poses a problem, since
the Secretary-General may be in Italy at that time.
Therefore, I have attached a draft response o Rutgers indicating that the SecretaryGeneral would be pleased in principle to make
address, as requested, but that he is
unable to do so on the proposed dates. I hav also attached the Secretary-General's
programme as it now stands.
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July 28, 1996
Dear Secretary General Boutros Boutros-Ghali:
I am writing to you on behalf of the Dark Elegy Committee at
Rut ers University, to in vi e you a give a presen a 10
the United Na ions an Terrorism at the un1ver s lty.

-- -

-

------

Dark Elegy is a sculpture exhibit by Suse Lowenstein of Mendham,
NJ, who lost her son in the Pan Am 103 tragedy. She has created
a powerful and passionate exhibit portraying the women who lost
children and husbands in the bombing. It is a moving and eloquent
statement on the suffering caused by terrorism.
In conjunction with this year-long exhibit, I am coordinating
programs on terrorism throughout the academic year. I ordinarily
teach International Law and International Organization. I
greatly admire you and your work on behalf of the international
community of nations.
This university-wide effort seems
particularly appropriate in light of the
·
tragedy.

We are located in New Brunswick, NJ, about l hour South of
Manhattan. Your expenses, of course, would be completely
covered.
I cannot possibly express to you how honored I would be to have you
visit our campus and speak to the Pan Am 103 families, the \
students and the faculty. I really feel it is important to foster
a global approach to terrorism and to do everything we can to / .
make people understand the very real importance of the United
Nations in confronting this, one of the great issues of our times.
Would you kindly let me know at the earlist possible moment if
you can do this? I am involved in printing programs for the
year-long plan, and would like to include you in the initial
printing.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Stncerely yours,
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Fran Pilch, Ph.D .
Comm. Chairman
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DARK ELEGY SCUL PTU RE EXHIBIT

. Rutgers University will be hosting the "Dark Elegy"
sculpture exhibit during the 1996-97 academic year. This
powerful exhibit, sculpted by Suse Lowenstein of Mendham,
NJ, who lost her son in the Pan Am 103 tragedy, depicts
43 women who lost their children or spouse in this disaster.
The outdoor exhib i t wil l be displayed on the Rutgers College
campus from Sept. 9 to Sept. 20, the Livingston College campus
from Sept. 20 to De c ember 15, and the Douglass College campus
from December for the remainder of the year.
The "Dark Elegy'' sculpture exhibit will be dedicated on
Monday, Sept. 9, at 11:00 A.M. Governor Whitman and Senator
La utenberg are scheduled to speak at the ceremony, which is open
to the public.
·
·
This dedication will inaugurate a year-long focus within
Rut gers Un iversity on the su bje ct of terrorism. Some of the
sch e dul ed events, all of which are free and open to the public,
are as f ollo ws: Sept. 24, Tu esd ay eve ning, Carolyn Hebard of
t he Am eri can Disaster Response te am will give a talk and demonstrat ion
wit h he r t wo Search and Resc ue do gs. Livingston Student Center,
7 : 30 PM.
Other anticipated pro grams, dates and times t o be
de termin e d, are a panel on terr ori sm involving memb ers of t he
Congr es s, and respresentativ e s of the United Nations and the
FBI. In the Spring there will be a talk by Nancy McWilliams, visiti ng
Full Professor of Psychology , on "Grief and Healing."
"Congr ess ional Response to Te rrori sm" will be the subject of
a panel in the Spring.
Th e Dark Elegy sculpture e xhi bit por t rays each woman
fr ozen i n time at the moment she learned of the tragedy. I t
is a de e ply moving portrait th a t i nvolves each onlo oker i n the
persona l s uffering involv e d i n any act of terrori sm . It rais es
important questions about man's inhumanity to man and the
need for lo ve, co urage, and hope within the human community.
For further in f orma t ion, call Fran Pilch, Chairman of
the Dark El e gy Comm it tee, (908) 782-1417. FAX:(908)996-2521.
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AMERICAN UNNERSITY ~
WASHINGTON

,

DC

~
CLOVIS MAKSOUD, DIRECTOR

August 20, 1996

Your Excellency:
It, was indeed very gracious of you to address th~ students and faculty of our Summer
Institute, The Global South and New International Relations, at lunch during their field trip
to the United Nations. Needless to say , your presence and presentation were the high point oT
the visit to the U.N. and indeed of the Summer Session itself! It was a nice surprise and a
generous gesture on your part to take questions from the students. They were indeed impressed.

The excitement that you have generated among the students is testimony to your authentic
commitment and generosity of spirit. With deepest appreciation and warmest personal regards,
I remain,
Cordially,

Clovis Maksoud
Director, Center for the Global South

CM:kh

CENTER FOR THE GLOBAL SOUTH
4400 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, NW WASHINGTON, DC 20016-8169 202-885-1612 FAX: 202-885-1186

RICE
20 August 1996
University Relations

His Excellency
Mr. Boutros Boutros-Ghali
Secretary-General
United Nations
New York, NY 10017

EOSG/CENTRAL

Your Excellency:
On behalf of..Rice., the I:I_ygh O'Brian Youth Foundation, and some 240 HOBY ambassadors from
more than 30 countries, I write to thank you for our _participatiol! in the recentl concluded
6_
World Lkadership Congress. The fact that you took the time to record and send a video-taped
welcome message helped to set the tone for the week-long conference on leadership by
demonstrating to the students that they merit the attention of the world's most senior diplomats,
and that, as future leaders, their contributions do matter and can make a difference.
Thank you for contributing in so personal a way to the encouragement of HOB Y's future leaders.
Most Cordially,

Ii iull/

Greg Mar all
I
Director of University Relations
Program Chair, 1996 HOBY WLC

Rice University • University Relations • 5620 Greenbriar - Suite 200 • Houston, Texas 77005-2659
Phone: 713-831-4700-Ext.105 • Fax: 713-831-4747

Houston Chronicle
Metropolitan Section
Saturday, Aug. 3, 1996

Teens from around.globe
lea_rning leadership skills
244 sophomores at Rice for conference '.
By RON NISSIMOV
Houston Chronicle

"We're supposed to go to a country hoedown tonight," said Michelle
Klinkert, an auburn-haired, freckled
15-year-o)d from Johannesburg,
South Africa.
· ·"What's a hoedown?" she asked
some of her new friends at the Hugh
O'Brian Youth Leadership Foundatio~ World Leadership Congress,
which began Friday at Rice University.
: ·''.Oh, that's easy," said Clarence
Banks, 16, an African-American who
grew up in a tough neighborhood in
Inglewood, Calif., near south-central Los Angeles. "You just go like
this," Banks said while shuffling his
feet and flapping his arms with his
thumbs locked under his armpits,
"and you sing Achy-Breaky Heart."

Klinkert and Banks - intensely
aware of the racial strife in both
their countries and wondering how
they will be accepted by each other
- have momentarily forgotten all
that to interact as typical giggly
teen-agers.
Until Friday, the 244 high school
sophomores from around the world
invited to the weeklong congress
will learn leadership skills through
seminars, tutorials, .motivational
speeches and visits to NASA, the
Betty Tichich / Chronicle
Texas Medical Center and the
Mariano
Uranga,
Maria
Urquiza
and
Leonor
Tanoira
of Argentina,
Rothko Chapel.
along
with
Vicky
Becker
of
Germany
and
Grant
Geyerman
of South
But just as importantly, the participants, representing every U.S. . Dakota examine an Andy Warhol work titled L,avender Disaster at the
state and 33 countries and territo- Menil Collection on Sunday.
ries, will learn from each other.
"We talk about America as being a "White people are this way, Asians to set an example for my people. Too
melting pot society, but we still tend are this way, Hispanics are this way, many· times in this country we tend
to put o~t stereotypes of people,'' blacks are this way. Hopefully I will to show negative examples of my
Banks said during an interview with not only be able to represent IngleSee HOBY on Page 19A.
three other HOBY participants. wood, Calif., and America, but also

ducted each spring throughout the
United States, Canada, the Bahamas and Mexico. HOBY pays all
the expenses for participants at the
congress , who were chosen by
Continued from Page 1SA.
HOBY volunteers or service and
people."
business organizations.
HOBY was founded by Hugh
Being labeled leaders at such a
O'Brian . best known for his leading young age doesn't faze the overrole on the television show Wyatt achie~ng kids at the congress.
Earp, after O'Ilrian met Nobel
"I feel very honored when adults
Prize-winning physician and humanitarian Albert Schweitzer in call us future leaders," said Lisa
Brendel of Frederic, Wis., a· small
Africa in 1958.
The leadership congress, held in a town in the northern part of the
major city every year, is the culmi - state. "When adults ask me, 'What
nation of 90 11013Y seminars con - will you do tu make the world a

HOBY

better place,' I say I'rri starting now
by learning as much as I can:"
Tsubasa Kurose, 16, ofYokohama,
Japan, has spent the last year as an
exchange student in Paxton, Ill. He
said young leaders in his country
often shine through quiet example,although he displayed quite a bit
of personality himself.
"In Japan people are very shy. I'm
still shy,'' he said. "In America,
everything is so big. There's big
houses, big roads, big persons, like
six-foot-seven."
Even such a stellar group of teenagers does need to be admonished

at times.
During choir rehearsal Saturday
afternoon, an adult counselor told
the group they could have some
extra free time because an event
had been canceled.
"Yeah," the kids screamed in
unison.
"But you're not going lo have
much free time if I have to keep
telling you to be quiet." the coun selor warned sternly.
Dead silence.
"That's one of the qualities of
being a good leader - knowing
when to have fun and when lo be
serious," said Brendel
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Le 20 aout 1996

EOSG/CENTRAL
.•

Cher Professeur Seek,
C 'est avec grand plaisir que j ' ai pris connaissa_nce de votre lettre du
24 juin 1996 ainsi que des deux publications de l'Universite Senghor.
Je vous remercie de me tenir au courant des activites de l'Universite
a laquelle j'attache un interet tout particulier pour le role important qu'elle
joue dans le developpement de l' Afrique.
Veuillez agreer, Cher Professeur, l' expression de mes sentiments les
meilleurs .

Boutros Boutros-Ghali

Professeur Souleymane Seek
Recteur de l'Universite Internationale
de langue fran~aise au service du
developpement africain
Universite Senghor
Alexandrie

MW

· Universite intemationale
de langue fran~aise
au service du developpement africain
a Alexandrie d'Egypte
Universite Senghor

Le Recteur
Ref: SS/da/066

Alexandrie, le 24 juin 1996

Monsieur le Secretaire General,
C' est avec plaisir que je vous fais arvenir les « Actes II » de l' U niversite
Senghor. II s'agit du deuxieme volume des conferences prononcees en 1994 - 1996,
au sein de notre Universite, par de hautes personnalites du monde litteraire,
diplomatique, politique et economique.
Veuillez trouver egalement, ci-joint, le n°5 du magazme de l 'Universite
«

La Lettre d 'Alexandrie ».

En vous en souhaitant bonne reception, veuillez agreer, Monsieur le
Secretaire General, l' assurance de ma haute consideration.

Professeur Souleymane SECK

S.E.Docteur Boutros GHALI
Secretary General
United Nations
1 WN Plaza
NY 10017 New York - U.S.A.

P ..T.

►
►

1 Exemplaire des « Actes II »
1 Exemplaire du n °5 de la « Lettre d' Alexandrie

»

Siege de l'Universite
1, Midan Ahmed Orab i, . El Mancheya-Alexandrie - Egypte
Tel : ( 203 ) 819971 / 72 / 73 - 81 8237 Fax : ( 203 ) 815580 - 819974 - 819975 - 811487
B. P.: 2111 1- 415
Telex :55917SNGHR UN.

Universite SENGHOR
Alexandrie d 'Egypte

Actes II
I

· 1996

Recueil
des Grandes
Conferences
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prononcees en 1994-1996

I

Universite SENGHOR
Alexandrie ·d 'Egypte
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AN OPEN LETTER TO WORLD LEADERS
August, 1996

by

Dr. Melford Okilo, C.F.R., J.P.
President and CEO
on behalf of the

University of Science and Philosophy
Swannanoa
Waynesboro, Virginia, U.S.A.

~

AN OPEN LETTER
TO WORLD LEADERS
August, 1996 .

Ladles and Gentlemen,
My name is Dr. Melfor O ·10, Commander of the Federal Republic of Nigeria and Justice of the Peace,
President and Chief Executive Officer of the University of Science and Philosophy, and a Director of the Board. I
had been a student and associate of this University for over thirty years before my election as President in 1996 .
. Between October, 1979, and December, 1983, I was twice elected as the first Civilian Governor of Rivers State in
'- Nigeria. I ·, as later appointed Federal Minister of Commerce and Tourism from November, 1993, to February,
1995, by the Head of State and Commander-in-Chief oftheAnned Forces, General Sani Abacha.
On behalf of the University of Science and Philosophy (USP), formerly The Walter Russell Foundation,
Swannanoa, Waynesboro, Virginia, U.S.A., a non-religious, non-political and non-sectarian university, I send you
this letter.
This letter concerns the unique teachings of this university and an inspired message from the CREATOR
through His prepared Messenger of the c0ming new age, to give man the needed comprehension of his rel ation to
his uni vers ,, to mai, and to God, in order to pre are hi.n to meet the challenges of today's chaotic odd and for
e com.i'1 6 ~ l-Jcle. It also coma·. 1, a vital world-message. T ri"! world seethes with fear.
t neople beliP-ve
1 1t the threat f _,_, , , 10 the cause of world-fe r, Lut the ause lies · ·
r man the u cat of wai. . ·"' cause 1,es i .1
man - man the U rKN OW r •- - a foH me FORGOTTEN. The human race is facing the greatest crisis in i
history. Its very survival is at stake. There is a rapid degeneration 01 morals and culture. All these are the result
of man's violation of Nature's law, for which mankind faces the imminent threat of another Dark Age. The
general belief is that this degenerate state is but a shifting trend from which we shall recover. Tragically, however,
it is Nature's guillotine taking toll of man's flagrant violation of her laws.
Fortunately for mankind, the University of Science and Philosophy is devoted exclusively to the Science of
Spiritual Man. It recognizes man as a spiritual entity with a physical body created to manifest God's thinking.
Toe university was established to teach the "Science of Man." It is the first university ever formed which
recognizes that the wealth and power of the world lies within man himself, and that man is the greatest and
highest product of God, and that the most important need of this chaotic world is to make man know his own
value through knowing himself instead of measuring his value as a material-producing machine. Back of this
university lie one hundred years of preparation, the intellects of the greatest Minds of the last century, and the
deepest insight the world has ever known since the Dawn of Consciousness. Among those great minds were
Ralph Waldo Emerson, Herbert Spencer. John Burroughs, Walt Whitman, Andrew Carnegie, Mark Twai n, Oliver
Wendell Hohnes, and Alexis Carrel. It was Alexis Carrel who first stated that the SCIENCE OF MAN was the
most important of all the sciences. and urged the necessity for founding a university for the study of the Science of
Man. The University of Science and Philosophy is a fulfillment of that dream.
_ As you may be aware, this university is a World Ho.me-Study University for Self-Transcendency founded by
L' • Russell to teach Walter and Lao Russell's new knowledge of the nature of man and his universe through
U · ~rsal Law, Natural Science and Living Philosophy. Its motto is: "In vain we build the city [the home, the
villa . the nation] if wed not fi rst build the Man." E. Markham. To help every person to awaken that
Omni ient Light which centers his consciousness is the purpose of this university. The method of accomplishing

.
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that purpose is through self-1.xiucation of individuals rather than through mass-education. wt1ich submerges
individuality . Sdf-awakening can only come through aloneness or each Self with the One Soul of the Universe.
111e University recognizes and teaches meditation as the most important function of human existence. It is the
key to lead man to self-discovery. which is the greatest miracle that can happen to any one. Meditation is the key
to the illumining of man's mind with cosmic knowledge and power. It is the key to all creative expression. all
invention and all product of the imagination as expressed in the five fine arts. Human progress. individually or
collectively. has been measured by the yardstick of meditation. Our World Home Swd_v Course begins with a
scientific explanation of meditation or communion with God. and is followed by a scientific explanation of prayer.
Because of the need for meditative aloneness. the USP has no resident student body. and even the Home Study
Course and related books are studied in solitude. for this encourages the development of inner vision and creative
powers. Tilis enables students to multiply their power to command Nature and themselves without interrupting
their way of life. However. the Home Study Course has always been and still is supplemented with seminars and
lecture tours.
There has never been an adequate institution devoted solely to the nunure of genius in man. The genius is one
of the rare few in whom the awakening of inner vision has so increased his range of perception that the invisible.
uncreated and unknowable spiritual half of the universal idea has become visible and knowable. What we know
as Creation is only one half of the Universe - the physical. visible half. which consists of states of motion which
we tenn 'matter.' The uncreated spiritual half cannot be seen. heard or felt by the senses. but it can be known by
the genius. The genius has all knowledge within himself. He is a co-creator with God He is the bridge between
man and God The geniuses of the world give us our culture. They uplift mankind The creative genius leads the
world. and he is the greatest power in it. though he may be as penniless as Leonardo da Vinci. The super genius is
the mystic. Whatever culture. righteousness. morality and creative power that existed and still exists in the world
has come through its illuminated mystics and geniuses. Genius lifts brute man to gentle man. The genius gives to
man knowledge which is of the Soul.
In the history of human civilization. it has been observed that Man progresses in cycles of approximately two
thousand five hundred years. At the beginning of each cycle. civilization arrives at a great transition point in
human relations which is described as "a New Age" or a "New Cycle." In each cycle a new comprehension
periodically transforms mankind into higher beings. Human progress is also marked by change. As civilization
unfolds or grows. its concepts change to keep pace with that growth. Ages of marked wisdom become archaic to
ages of greater wisdom.
At the beginning of each cycle. God sends messages through prepared messengers to further man's
understanding of the Light of God in him. Understanding these Cosmic Messages gradually exalts mankind.
Thus each cycle is one more step for man toward full awareness of the Light of God in him and of his oneness
with God. Such a transition period is dangerous in man's unfolding, as he is threatened with self-destruction
because of his ignorance of the existence of the inviolate Law of Love, which is also the Law of Balance. Titis
Law controls and governs every individual from the womb to the tomb and back to the womb. and the rise and fall
of civilizations.
In the past ages. God sent inspired messages through prepared Messengers like Moses. Mohammed. Buddha.
Confucius. Laotze. and Jesus. The beginning of the last age was just before the time that Jesus of Nazareth
appeared on earth. between 9 and 5 B.C. The teachings of these divine messengers laid the foundation of the
religious. political. and educational institutions of western civilization. which has influenced the greater part of the
world.
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In the coming new cycle. the truth which the s::iges of the past ages h:.t\'e preached and practiced in the world
is brought anew . Out this time. because of the sc1cntitic advancement. panicularly in the tidd of electronics and
use of electricity. for the tirst time in the history or" humanity. modem man can now have a clearer scientific
understanding of the ancient truth of the universal brotherhood of man as taught by the ancient mystics such as
Ahknaton. the unknown author of lhc Bhagavad-Gita . .Moses. Mohammed. Buddha. Confucius. Laotze. Jesus and
the ma.ny other illuminates through the centuries.
In the coming new cycle. God prepared Walter Russell as the Messenger of the New Age. In 1921. Walter
Russell experienced Cosmic Illumination which lasted thirty-nine days and nights. God took him into His Light
of All-Knowing. What God taught him during that period he wrote down m TTle Message of the Divine Jliad. Tli e
Secret of Light, the Home Study Course, and in other recommended books of the university. Within these books is
the new knowledge for man of today and for those in the coming cosmic age.
[n 1947. Walter Russell announced this Divine Message to the whole world. with the publication of T11e Secret
of Light and. in 1948, Tile Message of the Divine iliad. ln 1953, Dr. Walter Russell addressed a letter to the World
of Science. accompanied by A Treatise 011 the Russell Cosmogony (now published under the title A New Concept
};f the Universe), his theory of the genesis or origination of the Universe.
In that letter he announced to the World of Science that his new concept of Light, Matter. Energy, Electricity
·' . ,
vfagnetism is a simple yet complete. consistent and workable cosmogony which will enable future scientists
to visualize the universe as ONE WHOLE. and will open the door to the New Age of TRANSMUTATION.
Who is this Walter Russell who has the audacity to address such a letter to the World of Science? Dr. Walter
Russell is known as "the man who tapped the secrets of the universe." the modern Leonardo da Vinci, and the
most versatile man in America. He was a
t, painter, scuiptor, author, musician, architect, philosopher and
scientist. and the recipient of an Honorary 1etorare of Science. What makes Walter Russe!i so unique and
srr~; 1. and ;:1.~ -,:1 of th greatest h'lm1ns that e'.'cr trod thi pl · c,. ·v.-1. riv, s mu all ti.--: ..... c .•e.1 on
accomplishments. bu is the fact that he is the "messenger" of the New A'ff! - the coming Cosmic Age of M
He is God's Messen~r of LOVE for the coming age. It takes centuries, if not ages, before we hear of one such
Messenger.
God said to Walter Russell: "Go thou among thy people and teach them the Law. This. my message, you shall
give to man to lift him a little higher. ... I will give you a sign by means of which you will be an authority that
man must comprehend and man must know that you are a messenger of the New Age .. .. Go thou ... into all the
world. and to all nations and bear once more to man the priceless gift of eternal life. Omniscience. Omnipotence
and Omnipresence, which is in man when he knows his Self in Me. And I command that thou shall make man to
know Me in him."
When Walter Russell was asked the question "Do you consider yourself the messenger promised in all the
holy books for this time?" his answer was: "No. I consider everyone on eanh a messenger, whether he runs an
elevator or is president of a country. We are all messengers, but I have been given a special message for man of
this new age - and have been prepared for that message all my life since I was seven years of age. Titls
preparation allowed me to go ;behind the scenes' of the cosmic drama to see what it is al l about. Tilis experience
gave me a stare of knowledge which must now be unfolded."
Tilis University was purposely founded to bring this new knowledge into the world to effect the transition into
a world of One God. one living philosophy of Love and One World. There are an ever-increasing number of
Cosmic-knowi ng people who are now ready and able to understand what Cosmic Consciousness means. We
assume that everyone who is deeply inspired by Th e Message of the Divine Iliad is ready for that cosmic
illumination.
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Walter Russell and his exrraordi nary wire. Lao. the author ot God Will Work W/rh Yo11 Bill Noc fQr You. wrote
the One Year Home Stuq., Co11 rse in U!!iversal um: Na wrai Science a!ld living Philosophy. which has spread this
messagt! around the world and has inspired and transformed thousands of our students with new knowledge of
man 's relation to man. to God and to the Universe. Titis Home Swdy Course was written as a means of spreading
throu ghout the world the Russells ' teaching of the Li ght within man.
It was also the Russells' view that human civilization can not progress without either science or religion. as
they are our very fundamentals. In his letter to the world of Science. Dr. Russell predicted that we are going "to
see the marriage of science and religion" in the near future. Such a marriage. he said. would replace their present
disunity with unity - that a new world will grow out of science. not through religion. It is also through science.
he said. that God can be verified and that science can bring knowledge of the nature of God to mankind. He
concluded by saying 'The day is here when Science and Religion must marry, or through ignorance of God's
Universal Laws. man will perish from the eanh."
Science is slowly. but surely. replacing man's abstract ideas of faith and belief with a dynamic God of Law
and Order WHOM man KNOWS . The abstract God of faith and belief is the direct cause of man's many
religions. for abstractions have bred many concepts of God. where knowledge can conceive but ONE.
The corning of a New A£!! \Vith its Messengers generally marks a great advancement in man's unfolding
toward his goal of all-knowing and all-po.ver. In knowledge alone lies power. Only through knowledge can man
become a co-creator with God. Knowledge can only be acquired by man through awareness of the identity and
presence of the Spirit of God within him. Lack of that awareness is the tragedy of our present civilization.
During periods of new cycles. vast new knowledge comes to unfolding man through cosmically inspired
geniuses who have the awareness of God's all-kno.ving Light in them. nus new knowledge is of such a
revolutionary nature in its time of corning that whole systems of thought, even to entire theories of the origin of.
the Universe. could be rendered obsolete.
·
Thus it is that man has ever been transformed by the "renewing of his mind" with new knowledge given to
him since his early beginnings, through Messengers such as Mahabharata and Bhagavad-Gita of the early Brahmic
days, through such ancient mystics as Laotze. Confucius. Zoroaster. Buddha. Plato. Aristotle. Socrates, Epictetus.
Euclid. Mohammed. Moses. Isaiah. and Jesus Christ. whose cosmic knowledge utterly transformed the practice of
human relations of their day.
Then dawned a new day of the gathering of "empirical knowledge" which is gained through the senses by
research and observation of effects of matter-in-motion rather than through the consciousness of inspired Mind in
meditation. which is the way that mystics and geniuses acquire their knowledge. Real knowledge can be obtained
by man through awareness of spirit within him. Information gained through the senses deals with effects, not
cause.
Each cycle in the growth of man toward higher spiritual levels has been illumined by the few inspired
Messengers of the Light who have known God in themselves and never through their senses alone. New inspired
messengers who know God in themselves will likewise give the Light to this New Cycle. And these few
messengers of the Light must multiply into legions. for the need of a spiritual awakening is great.
Within the Secret of Light is the answer to all of those - before this time - unanswered questions. and many
more which the ages have not yet solved. This revelation of the nature of Light will be the inheritance of Man in
this coming New A'J! of greater understanding. Its unfoldment will prove the existence of God by methods and
standards acceptable to science and religion alike. It will lay a spiritual foundation under the present material one
of science.
4

There 1s no depanmem of life which will nm be \"1l:i.lly affected by this nl!w knowledgl! ot" the nature of Light,
from the university to the l:i.horatory. from government to industry. ::ind from nation to nation. nus new
knowledge. which gives scientific comprehl!nsion to the te:i.chings of Jesus and other illuminates. will become the
roundation of the institutions of the coming New CiYilization. It is our duty to lay that foundation now!
The sum and substance of The Message of the Din·11e Iliad is contained in God's only Law - the Law of
Balance - which is the Law of Love. upon which this universe is founded. Balance is the most vital word God
has given to man to help him ooild peace. h:ippiness and prosperity for himself. and thereby learn to build a stable
civilization. Dalance is the principle or unity. or of oneness . It is Love. Equilibrium. Rest. Ecstasy. Zero.
Stillness. Peace. Silence. Equality, Light. Truth. Perfection. Happiness. CAUSE. and Stability. It is the one
principle upon which the continuity of man's transactions. his health and happiness depend. It is another name tor
stable civilization.
In a state of balance. unity. oneness or equilibrium. there is always peace. rest. happiness. prosperity, health .
. strength. energy, law. order. contentment. love and all that is GOOD. Balance is one of the spiritual qualities of
God. But a state of unbalance brings disunity. lack. weakness. disharmony. ill health. poveny and all that we call
evil - sin, failures. unhappiness and even war. When man is happy, he is balanced. When he is unhappy, for
whatever the cause. he has created unbalance.
There are many ways unbalance can be created by man. Fear. hate and anger are some of them. They develop
destructive toxins in one's body, for fear. anger and hate have no place in Nature. This is a universe of love. Love
is balance. The purpose of the Creator is to express love by giving love only.
Balance is the one great principle of unity in Nature. Peace and happiness can never come to anyone in any
other way than throug 1 that knowledge of b2lance and its application in all human transactio" . Balance is the
key to happin .s. and all other attainment. Bo.lance is •he kev to
t we think to
a NOR' 1 r . Toa w H,
we thmk to be an AB ORMALCY 1s a transaction in Nature or between men which has not oec completed as a
balanced transaction. Unhappiness. misery, the agonies of ar. the frustrations of life, the crippled and the blind.
the diseased and the sick. all these are not normal because all are the result of uncompleted and unbalanced
transactions between man and man.
Nature never allows abnormalcies to occur which will in any way upset the balance of the universe. To
restore balance. she will cause hurricanes to equalize opposite temperature and pressure conditions. She will
cause a continent to rise from the ocean or sink under it to adjust unbalanced conditions in earth densities. The
ocean bed itself is constantly undulating to equalize eanh's pressures. Every transaction between the two electric
forces of Nature is always complete and balanced.
Immediately we get out of harmonious co-existence, we are unhappy and wonder w'hy there is so much
suffering and misery in the world. When thousands of businessmen go off their paths by over-optimism or greed.
they bring down upon their heads a World Depression or panic. When nations try to ta.Ice from each other to
enrich one by impoverishing the other. two violently unbalanced conditions are created which cause wars. Wars
are effects of unbalance which have their cause in man. yet millions pray to God to stop wars which man created.
We must now return to God's One Law of Balance. The Creator of this universe has but one law upon which
all creation is governed. That one law commands that. all transactions of any nature, between pairs of opposites in
Nature or between men. must be balanced. Any unbalance or inequality in any transaction in Nature - or
between men - brings upon itself the penalty of paying whatever the price may be for such violation.
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The universe is founded upo n the Love Principle ot equal gi ving and equal regiving in every transaction
whatsoever. whether in the hc:ivens or upon earth - dr in the home or rosiness - or between one chemical
clement and another. Tili s is the Law of Balance. which is also the L:.iw or Love. The L:.iw reads: ·· J1y one
command ro ail sex -divided pairs of opposues of all My wm·erse is tliat th ere shall be Bala11ced Rhythmic
!11 terclwnge i11 all their gin ngs and regivtn {?s. " from fll e Message of 1/ze Di\'ine Iliad
No messenger of the Light has. as ye t. given this law of rhythmic balanced interchange to man. for man has
not been able to comprehend it. If he had been able to comprehend it and practice it. he would have built a
balanced civilization. instead of a chaotic one.
Rhythmic Balanced Interchange is a spiritual law. TI1is universe is continuous because of the perpetual
Rhythmic Balanced Interchange of all things with all else. The spiritual law of Rhythmic Balanced Interchange
means equal giving and equal regiving through the practice of the Golden Rule. nus is the law which lies back of
the Sermon on the Mount and the Ten Commandments. Rhythmic Balanced Interchange means the same thing as
the Love principle of equal giving and regiving. An understanding of this law reveals the spiritual and scientific
explanation of the Universal Brotherhood of Man. It is God's one ancient message of Love which He again sends
to man for his own salvation. No matter who you are or what you are. its practice by you will bring you all the
wisdom. power and knowledge you need for the achievement of your ideals.
The basic cause of the repeated degradation of man is his ignorance of the underlying Cosmic Law which
makes it impossible for any species in Nature to prey upon itself and survive. "Man's inhumanity to man makes
countless thousands mourn." Rohen Burns

Man must learn this great lesson and pay for the learning even though the cost be successive falls for one
million years. That great lesson is the expression or manifestation of the as yet unknown Law of Love. upon
which the universe is founded. and he who defies it will destroy himself as surely as he who defies the Law of
gravity.

Man has been preying upon man - in diveis ways, not only in wars, but also in every activity of his
transactions with man - ever since the desire for personal power over other men and for personal possessions
greater than other men became his supreme passion.
The first Law of Nature demands that every transaction in it must be balanced. In scientific terminology the
law says: "For every action there is an equal and opposite reaction." In human relations it reads: ''For every
transaction between any two men. or man and woman. or groups, or nations of people, every action and reaction
MUST BE EQUAL and BALANCED."

Man has made the colossal error of thinking that he can find happiness and peace for himself when depriving
others of their happiness and peace. He has built his personal and national empires upon this assumption. He has
not yet learned that he can acquire happiness only by GIVING happiness. not by TAKING it. Only that which
man gives can he possess. Toe world has never found peace and happiness because each person has sought them
for himself, instead of for all men. He has sought them by trying to take them by the power of his might.
Toe last and greatest lesson for man to learn is the lesson of giving and regiving love in service to man. When
he at last learns this lesson. he will find unity with God and man and his house will endure forever.
Begin to transform the world by transforming yourself. The whole world is a multiple of YOU. Knowledge
alone transforms a man.
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CONCLCSION

Man is not a separate unit of Creation. but an integr:J..l pan of the wl1ole. He still insists upon TAKING
without knowing that his taking is impoverishing him. He has not learned that he can be enriched only by
GIVING sdt1ess service for the public good or for the good of humanity as a whole. He has not yet learned of his
unity with mankind. He still has not learned that every thought and action of hls must be for mankind and not for
himself alone.
Most imponant of all is the fact that man has not yet learned that his free will to do as he chooses is limited to
just that and no more. He has the right to his action. but Gcx:i holds the ri ght to the reaction and they must balance.
no matter what the agony may be to him who has to balance an unlawful action.
Human beings still think of themselves as independent. separate individuals who are in full control of their
destinies and can do what they choose to hurt others without hurting themselves. Those who have learned that
Gcx:i is forever working with them are the enlightened ones who alone can save the human race from another fall.
if it1s not too late to save it. They are the ones who know that their personal identity is merged in the identity of
the Universal Man whom they are. They know that they are not of themselves alone. They know that all men and
all created things are ONE. No marter how many lives they must live. that is the lesson which all men must learn~
about their relations with other men.
We are deceived by the seeming advancement of science into believing that we are highly civilized. As long
as we have not anived at a point in which we know the nature of Gcx:i sufficiently to know of our unity with our
fellow man, to make it unthinkable to ever hun another. much less kill. rob or exploit him. we are still uncivilized.
We are just reaching the point where we know that we hurt ourselves when we hurt another; that when we
'sh:
·,c law breaks us t(' n.., "qua! extf.' : th t ' h{' Srrmn """ t h ~ M .ufl ,, rt hP ('r lrieri Rule are ncv
: 1st good advice given abstractly to accept or reject as we choose, but that inviolate cosmic law 1ie::; behind them.

.'. s '

We are just becoming aware that we must readjust all our human relations to conform to Goo's law or perish
pericx:iically by utter degradation of our hard-built civilization. We are actually at a point of threatened destruction
of our present civilization because of having made our own law of might against right, and having practiced it in
the building of our civilizations by forcibly taking from our fellow man that which we wanted for ourselves and
dehumanizing others under our lordship.

It is very difficult to live wisely. It is man 's hardest task. He is put here on earth for the sole reason of
learning how to live a life which will manifest Nature. Those who suffer the most in their effons to live are those
who are without knowledge of Natural Law. The more of that knowledge one attains. the easier and happier life
becomes because one knows how to meet life.
One who is totally ignorant of the streets of New York City or London and its traffic laws would find great
difficulty in traveling two on.hree miles; whereas one who has that knowledge could travel all over the city with
ease. Life has its "traffic laws" for everyone. The greatest of these is the One Law of Balance.
Individual balance is the forerunner of world balance. World balance is impossible until we have sufficient
numbers of men, women. and children who understandingly live balanced lives.

"J

Present \\'orld Conditions
We have come to the eleventh hour in our civilization. where God's Law of Love must ru le all mankind. Until
the Law is li vt'd by all or the m:ijority of men. we stull continue to produce materialistic men who will destroy
world uni t: n1e world must now produce great men who know God in them - men who manifest the Love
Principle or g; ing selfless service to one another under the Golden Rule.
Mankind is at the crossroads of his unfolding . 1l1e old way of life. which was built of hate and fear. must be
abandoned. Th.is coming age. which is now here. must be built upon God's one law of BALANCED
INTERCHANGE in all human relations. TI1ere is no other alternative. To continue the old way means the
destruction of civilization by multiplied h:ite. To follow the new path will mean the multiplication of love. which
alone will bring peace. happiness and prosperity to all men. women and children. and indeed to all Creation.
It is difficult to call our world civilized as long as we still exploit one another for mere gain or even kill each
other.for the same reason. Humans can never justly call themselves civilized until we practice the Love Principle,
which God and Nature practice throughout Creation. We have reached that stage of unfolding where we must
either learn the facts of inexorable universal law and practice them. or perish by our own hands. unless our entire
human relations are reversed from the taking principle to Nature's principle of balanced giving for regiving.
We bring you the good news of hope that within the teachings of the University of Science and Philosophy we
can find the underlying explanation and solution to the present world problems. Th.is university was established to
help create a civilization based upon Love through KNOWLEDGE of the Light. Each Soul whom its teachings
touch will be one more of the illumined upon which an enduring civilization will depend. Our civilization is
again fallen and the onl .;ay to reverse the downward trend is to increase the number of the illumined to far
exceed those whose souls are still enshrouded in the dark. Ri ght now. the sense-controlled masse<- far exceed the
on ~- .,.,_;;, ·s the reason ow , ... · "'i n has fal 1 · ·1s ~
· ~., .... • mar~ "n o .' 1 ,.,.,1 st !!e in all
history.
The knowledge this university gives to the world is contained in the following core books and literature: 17ze
Home Study Course. 17ze Message of the Divine Iliad, 11ze Secret of Light, God Wtll Work 1YiLl1. You
Not f12I.
You. 11ze World Crisis - Its Explanati011 and Solution. Why You Cll'.1not Die. Atomic Suicide?, 11ze Man Who
Tapped the Secrets of the Universe. and other titles to be found on the university book list.

rot

Ideally, it is our duty to carry this most urgent message for mankind from nation to nation around the world.
For financial reasons. this is a slow process. The USP is a nonprofit organization which relies on donations from
benefactors to carry out the campaign for this message. The university is committed to joining hands with other
organizations in order to keep this vital message on the move throughout the world. Those individuals who would
be twice blessed might choose to send copies of this Open Letter to World Leaders. along with some of the core
books of the Russell teachings, to their local and national leaders. or present them throughout the year as gifts to
friends.
Our duty is not to preach a new Gospel or religion to the world. but to deliver God's Message of His NEW
KNOWLEDGE to man of today, unadulterated. Let all those who are ready acquire some or all of these boc?ks
and study them in solitude or in meditative aloneness. and decide for themselves. For whatever little we attempt
to say about this university and its teachings is just li ke scratching the surface of the real thing, or the tip of the
iceberg. The sweetness of the pudding is in the eating. Taste it!
Anyone who places an order for the purchase of these or other books of the university. and quotes this letter as
the source of information. is automatically entitled to a 40% discount.
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Those who are ready and desire to know more about Lllis uruversity. its teachings and its toundcrs - Dr.
Walter Russell and his illunlincd wile Lao Russell. the Divine Messengers or our New Age - ~hould visit or
write to the University of Science and Pllilosophy. Swannanoa Palace. P.O. Box 520. Waynesboro. Virginia.
22980. U.S.A.
On the following pages you will find our proposed line of action. the fonnation of a One-World Alliance. and
two Codes of Ethics on which our plan of action is based.
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ONE-WORLD ALLIANCE
Some have asked us if there is a way to stup this plunge of man into another age of memal
darkness. We say, yes. there is a way. That one \\'ay should be by a complete transformation of human
rebtions practice in thl! direction of mutual cooperation and service to every man by every other man.
This transformation must be a mighty awakening of all mankind to its mutual danger through a
world-wide dissemination of the knowledge of its cause as outlined by this university. This end can be
attained first by gathering together the wise men of all nations. by every communications system known
to man. including the Internet. to form a ONE-\VORLD ALLIANCE of all people of all races. and
second. by broadcasting this plan for World Survival to all nations.
This world-wide alliance and broadcasting are mighty tasks requiring the best intellects of every
nation. The good will growing out of this work \vould be as daily food to the whole world until every
man on eanh becomes conscious of the value of man to man and accepts his personal responsibility
toward the preservation of the whole human race.
This complete transformation of human relations from preying to cooperation is too mighty a
task to be accomplished at once. Human nature would not let this happen. because centuries of habit are
not easily reversed. Taking one step at a time would eventually build a solid structure as each stone of it
is added.
The first step of this program is for every nation to immediately cease all manufacture of arms
for killing man and the second step is for every nation to give its citizens full right to choose their own
way of life and their own leaders.
A campaign of education to demonstrate that happiness and prosperity can come only through
the mutual service of free men would eventually bring this ideology into being. But the cessation of
arms-building would be the greatest step toward the elimination of the curse which man has brought
down upon himseu·.
The long-range purpose of this program of action is to put into practice the brotherhood of man
principle. This principle has never been put into practice as a foundation for our civilization. It is
enough for the present that we produce a friendly world as a foundation for a One-World Brotherhood of
Man. For the time being our aim is to bring into the world a new conscious awareness of man-unity.
If we take these first two steps in the first few years of this program. the new knowledge of the
Science of Man will spread widely and deeply and every person will be aware that he or she is an
extension of every other person whom he or she must serve and never hurt. This advance will bring to
all peoples of the world happiness. peace and prosperity.
Dr. Melforo Okilo
Presidem and CEO
Univer.-ity of Science and Philosophy

Poets Cude o{·Et/iics
Jfer6crt Spencer aruf '}.femtJers of 'Ifu 'Twilight Cfo6
l. To attain t11e brot11erhood-ot-man idea by giving righteous action and good-will service to every man
instead of laking from him that which he has.
2. To discover that all men are extensions of each other. t11a man is made for man. and that the hurt of one
man is the hun of all men.

3. To develop character. intelligence and good citizenship by teaching every man from early youth how to
be a good neighbor and a loyal citizen.

4. To discover one 's inner Self by a\1/akening within him that spa.rlc of divine genius which lies dormant in
every man.

5. To teach man to think rather than to remember and repeat.
6. To realize that work done for the material world should be for man's ennoblement.. and not for grinding
his soul out in the gears of industrial machines.

7.

now that man is Mind. not body, that he is immonai Spirit. not mortal flesh, that he is good. not bad.

8. To judge the righteousness and religion of any man by what he does to his fellow man and not by his
beliefs, doctrines. creeds or dogmas.
(Walter and Lao Russell added the next two.)

9. To give a scien ·fie course of study for comprehension of the Spencer Code of Human Relaions as being
the inviolate b v of God which man knows he must obey or else pay the price in personal unhappiness
and international wars.
10. To teach the scientific meaning of: "Seek ye the Kingdom of Heaven within you;" "I and my Father are
one;" God is Light; God is LCNe: "What lam. ye also are;" "What I do, ye can also do."

'Basic 1'ouruiatum for a Living Pfiifosopfiy
~

Cole of 'Etfiics
6y Lao 1(JJ.sse{[

To bring blessings upon yourself, bless your neighbor.
To enrich yourself. enrich your neighbor.
Honor your neighbor and the world will honor you.
To sorely hurt yourself. hun your neighbor.
He who seeks love will find it by giving it.
The measure of a man's wealth is the measure of wealth he has given.
To enrich yourself with many friends. enrich your friends with yourself.
That which you take away from an ' man. the world will take away from you.
When you lake the first step to give yourself to that wbich you want.
it will also take iL'> fm;t step to give itself to you.
Peace and happiness do not come to you from your horizon:
they spread from you out to infinity beyond your horizon.
The whole universe is a mirror which reflects back to you tllat which you reflect into it.
Love is like unto the ascent of a mountain. It comes e,,er nearer to you as you go ever nearer to it.
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Titls mission statement is an expression of the tasks and duties the founders, Dr. Walter
Russell and Lao Russell, imposed upon the University of Science and Philosophy that it may
perform toward the unfoldment of the human race in preparation for the coming Cosmic Age
which is now dawning.

The Founders
The University of Science and Philosophy, which from 1948 to 1957 was named The Walter
Russell Foundation, was founded fo the study of the Science of Man. Walter and Lao Russell's
inspired leadership carried the Cosmic Message of the University of Science and Philosophy
around the world for forty years. Although they are no longer here to continue the work they
began, the message continues to go forward into the world. The Russells themselves warned
their students not to make the mistake that the world has repeatedly made over the centuries by
paying m ore attention to the messenger rather than to the message. Dr. Russell, when asked if
he were the gre:- t "messenger promised," replied, "No. I consider everyone on earth a
messenger....
ve are ell messengers but I have been given a special
ssage for man of this new
,,
What happened to Moses the lawgiver, the p rophet Mohammed, Saint Paul, Jesus Christ
an ther Cosmically Conscious men an d women, also happened to Dr. Walter Russell and his
wife, Lao Russell. Both of them had the experience known as "illumination into the God-Light
of Cosmic Consciousness." 11tls is the ultimate goal of unfolding mankind. It is an experience
which comes at the end of an indefinitely long period of time. It is a long walk up the road
which begins in the dark of sensing alone and ends in the glory of the Light of all-knowing in
God's Kingdom of the high heavens where the soul of man and God are ONE. Cosmic
.
Consciousness is the state of ecstasy which is referred to in the Bible as "being in the Spirit" or
"in the Light." In Hindu philosophy it is referred to as "the Brahmic bliss." Mohammed called
it "paradise."
In 1921 God took Walter Russell into His Light for thirty-nine days and nights, and dictated
to him (as He did with Moses and the Laws) The Message of the Divine Iliad. The Message of the
Divine Iliad is an inspired message from our Creator to give man new knowledge of his relation
to the universe, to man and to God. Walter Russell spent many years putting into wor~s the
knowledge he had gained through his illumination. In 1947 he published The Secret of Light, and
in 1948 and 1949 th two volumes of The Message of the Divine Iliad, These books presented to
the world vital new knowledge of the nature of God and the Universe. In 1953, he follow ed
these publications with a challenge to scientists in the form of" An Open Letter to the World of
Science." Through the intervening years much use has been made of Dr. Russell's scientific
works, though in most cases credit has not been given to him. Through his work and the writing
and life-long commitment of his wife, Lao Russell, the me.ssage presented by the University of
Science and Philosophy has reached every comer of the world.

I
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balance is impossible until we have sufficient numbers of men, women and children who live
balanced lives.
7. To establish a world-wide network of schools for the Science of Man, based on the
University of Science and Philosophy's Home Study Course curriculum and books.
8. The university is devoted exclusively to the science of spiritual man. It recognizes man as a
cosmic spiritual entity. Its teachings are geared toward the building of a cultured civilization of
righteous men and women.
9. To engage exclusively in educational activities in furtherance of the public welfare and to
promote the well-being and well-doing of mankind in general.
10. To promote knowledge and understanding that will work toward saving our rapidly
decaying civilization from another fall into chaos through bringing the balance of unity between
the world-father and world-mother in order that the management of the world family will have
the qualities of both the father and mother in its world home.
11. To teach man to realize that our present-day world disunity is entirely due to his primacy
and the lack of basic essentials of knowing how to live life; to educate man that world problems
arise because his greatest values are money and transient physical possessions, instead of the
enduring spiritual values of mutual service of man to man and that this early stage of man's
unfolding is the cause of wars which man institutes to acquire the physical possessions of
others for himself, for greed and power over others; and that these age-old attitudes must be
entirely eliminated from human consciousness before a happy race of humanity is possible.
12. To make the USP fundamentally a scientific laboratory in which the solving of human
problems is carried on through the technique of Creative Thought. This laboratory exists in
knowledge that reliance upon mere material things, popular theories, statistical forecasts,
human hypotheses, self-will, manipulation, trickery and intemperance, ultimately fails and
contributes nothing permanent to social harmony, peace or business stability.
13. To teach man the priceless discovery of the scientific fact that reliance upon the Creative
Force within for productive ideas banishes all human perplexities, fear, doubt, discord,
diseases, sin, confusion, and conflict and brings peace, healing, success and freedom, a truth
which is now to be recognized as the most advanced fact in human evolution and progress.
14. To teach that those who depend upon Infinite Intelligence to direct and guide domestic,
personal, business and national affairs are sustained and advanced in proportion as they serve
and understand the Creative Urge Within, which proves unquestionably an absolute basis for
confidence in all study and action.
15. To teach man that intuitive clarity of vision, intelligence and wisdom possessed by
spiritually developed thinkers is within reach of all, and that in every age of history, those who
have been obedient to Spiritual Law and receptive to Divine Guidance have been led by
intuition to freedom, health and prosperity.
16. To see Walter and Lao Russell's famous works of art gathered together as a shrine of
beauty, to perpetuate for posterity.
·
17. To search for God's Messengers and Prophets of the coming Cosmic Age, who have been
inspired to save the human race by their interpretations of the One Great Truth, which is
applicable to this day.
3

The University

The University of Science and Philosophy was established as a university for the "Study of
the Science of Man.'' It is the first university ever formed which recognizes that the wealth and
power of the world lies within man himself, and that man is the greatest and highest product of
God, and that the most important need of this chaotic world is to make man know his own
value through knowing himself instead of measuring his value as a material-producing machine.
Back of this university lie one hundred years of preparation, the intellects of the greatest Minds
of the last century, and the deepest insight the world has ever known since the Dawn of
Consciousness.
This knowledge is presented through the Home Study Course of Universal Law, Natural Sdence
and Living Philosophy and the books recommended for supplementary reading. This knowledge
awakens the divine spark of cosmic awareness and sets the student upon the road leading to
the genius inherent in everyone.
PURPOSES AND OBJECTIVES

The following are some of the p rposes and objectives fo r which the University of Science
and Philosophy was formed: ..:..._
1. To give to the world-family The Message of the Divine Iliad, by Walter Russell, which is a
scientific explanation of God's ways and processes in the construction of His Universe, and the
Message of a Living Philosophy, by Lao Russell, for illuminating man's cosmic way of life in his
long journey of life from the dark to the light. New knowledge of the nature of man and his
universe is given in Walter and Lao Russell's One-Year Home Study Course for SeliTranscendency through Universal Law, Natural Science and a Living Philosophy. This course
::\n the books by Walter ,n d Lao Russell have _ n the mf'a c; of spre·, ~:,,_?" ~hrnughout the
r 1 j their '.
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2. To teach mankind that man must first know man, himself, as the first essential of life: that
right action, a living phi.1osophy based upon a knowledge of the Laws of Nature which govern
man, is of the first imp ort; and that in the understanding of the fundamental teaching of this
university, the nature of rhythmic, balanced interchange in all human relations is the answer to
personal, family, business and world problems.
3. To unite mankind into a one-world family upon the basis of Brotherly Love in human
interchange instead of brotherly conquest of man by man, which has been the basis of world
human relations for thousands of years.
4. To promote through reason and understanding a great sympathy among peop le everywhere
and a universal attitude of Love toward all created things.
5. To teach the Science of Man, philosophy, art, the creative process, and the Science of the
Cosmos by spreading the new knowledge contained in The Message of the Divine Iliad around the
world to help unfold the spiritual nature of man in order that the human race w ill find
happiness and peace through the knowledge and practice of the Love principle of equal giving
and regiving which Nature alone practices and man has defied.
6. To alert the human race that a higher civilization shall arise when science and religion must
marry and that through ignorance of God's Universal Laws man will continue to multiply his
suffering on earth. To teach man the necessity fo r restoring world balance through
understanding that individual unbalance is the forerunne r of world unbalance, and that world
2

THE UNIVERSITY IN ACTION

As students of the University of Science and Philosophy are becoming transformed through
the new knowledge they are gaining, others are becoming inspired to do likewise, and that is
why the Russells' Home Study Course has spread around the world. The demand for this new
knowledge is growing so rapidly in other non-English-speaking countries that the University is
now preparing to translate the Home Study Course and some of the core books into all other
languages.
Students, associates and workers of the University of Science and Philosophy humbly
aspire to be radiant centers of the Eternal Light, first in their own lives by the manifestation of
health and happiness; and through self-realization they hope to convey the New World
Message to the hearts of those whom they meet as a message of emancipation through new
knowledge which will show the way out of every human difficulty, however complicated it may
seem. There is a right way, a quiet way, a sure way. Every problem has a solution. Life is a
laboratory for demonstrating perfect health, infinite bounty and a permanent flow of joyousness
and peace.
All those who become conscious of their Oneness with the Father-Mother within their souls
may teach this truth of living which is the Golden Radiance of Love. The self-occupied may be
taught delicacy of speech and thought, with the rare and joyous expression of perfect tact
which can never jar nor offend. It is as natural for the human soul to blossom into the Divine
Flower of Love as it is for a tree to leaf itself in the spring or for the flower to emit its perfume
as a selfless offering to the Universal Life.

The University's work and message is that life's supreme goal and purpose is to bring
everyone into the inner knowledge of the Eternal Light within the heart through self-expression
of perfect health, activity, peace and power. Thus only may each individual stand secure and
independent within themselves as master.
The University of Science and Philosophy contends that ill health and the misfortunes of life
are the result of not knowing how to obey Natural Law. When one learns how to obey Natural
Law, one can then command one's own life.
The University also teaches the power of mind to command one's own body and keep its
normal balance of health. This enables people to heal themselves through cosmic knowledge. It
is interesting to know how many of our students are healing themselves of various illnesses
because of this basic new knowledge of Nature's ways and processes. Such is the direct
educational purpose of this University of the Science of Man. The Eternal Light has never
failed. Man is only limited by his own limitations!
SCHOOLS AND CENTERS OF THE MESSAGE

The University of Science and Philosophy was established by its founders to be one of the
Centers of Light and Love in the world. It is the place where those who are ready for God's
Message may, through the Home Study Course and textbooks, acquire the Truth and the new
knowledge of science and philosophy which man needs to meet the challenges of the coming
Cosmic Age. It is a love-dominated center, a temple of visible and invisible Light and Love.
Every student, worker and Board member is expected to demonstrate and live love. Lao
explained that to live love means "having no thought of what you are going to GET from
whatever you may do - only of what you can GIVE."
4

The Home Study Course is a course intended to be studied in solitude. This encourages the
development of inner vision and creative powers. Because of this need for meditative aloneness
for the Mind-creative processes, the university is 'home-study' in nature. Students can thereby
multiply their power of command over Nature and of themselves without having to interrupt
their way of life. The founders supplemented this home-study with extended summer courses
at Swannanoa and with extensive lectures given in various parts of America.
The present mission of the University of Science and Philosophy is to extend its teaching
through centers and schools throughout the country and the world. This goal and intention is
presently being actively undertaken as a first priority in a new direction and extension of this
vital work.
Those who desire to know more about th Home Study Course and the books and teachings
of Dr. Walter and Lao Russell should visit the world headquarters, presently located at
Swannanoa Palace, beautifully seated on the Blue Ridge Parkway atop Afton Mountain, two
miles from Waynesboro, or write to the University of Science and Philosophy, Waynesboro,
-, Virginia 22980, U.S.A.
Dr. Melford Okilo, C.F.R., J.P.
President/CEO
University of Science and Philosophy
1996
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The World Bank
Washington, D.C. 20433
U.S.A
IBRAHIM F.I. SHIHATA
Senior Vice President & General Counsel

H.E. Dr. Boutros Boutros-Ghali ·
Secretary-General
United Nations
NewYork,NY 10017

Dear Dr. Boutros-Ghali,
----------2~

Thank
ver)' much for your note 0f July
30 01~',.,~the francophone
-----you
---.
university
at Alexandria Universite Senghor).
.... ,.,... .
·-"
--~- ~---- which+·have read today upon
my return from ,u1..1:.1..1al. leiwe.
~

I _.11P._iE_~ont<1ct -~ ith rr,i~ ~~lJ.~agu~~ i_!} ~~~-~ _frica t~gi~r:-~ t~~ -~~nk
over this matter and hop~_ that _Un_i':'.~!.~ite_ § _engh.or would be giye1:_ _the
opportunity to contribute to the effort for capacity building in Africa
presentfy s~pported bythe-CapacFtyBuilding Fou11daiio9._
. ·- .. ··•-·.
The Bank is now studying a new initiative for capacity building in
Africa. I have also suggested that Universite Senghor be recognized as an
indigenous center of excellence to be used under this new initiative.
I shall be happy to report to you any progress achieved in this matter.
With warm personal regards.
Sincerely yours,
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TO: Mr. Ho-Seung Lee
Editor, Peace Forum

FROM: Mourad~ ~
EOSG, New York

FAX NO.: (82-346) 556-7630

FAX NO.: (212) 963-3511
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Further to your communication of 5 August, I am pleased to inform you that we have
no objection to the change you have introduced in the last paragraph (page 4) of the
Secretary-General's message.
Best Regards.

The Graduate Institute of Peace Studies
Kyung Hee University
Recipient
1993 UNESCO Prize
for

Peace Education

Jinjobup, Namyangjushi, Kyonggido, 473-860, Korea
Phone 82-346-556-7621-8, Fax 82-346-556-7630

August 5, 1996
Mourad Wahba
Senior Officer
Executive Office of the Secretary-General
The United Nations Headquarters
New York, NY 10017
U.S .A.
Dear Mr. Wahba,
It is with sincere appreciation that I, Ho-Seung Lee, Editor of Peace Forum, Vol.XIII,
No .24, write this letter. I am sincerely grateful for your quick cooperation and kindness in
sending some short words from Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali to Peace Forum,
Vol.XIII, No .24. I believe a most important factor that cannot be excluded is the quick and
efficient supporting cast that supports His Excellency.
•

One matter of importance with regards to the message is in the last paragraph. Attached
to this page (page -4-) is the minor correction to the Secretary-General's manuscript
(I have hand-written it).

Understanding that these are rough times of uncertainty, I would like to reiterate my
support for Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali. During His Excellency's visit to Seoul
(March 29), The Chancellor of The Graduate Institute of Peace Studies, Kyunghee University,
Dr. Young-Seek Choue, also expressed his support in His Excellency's quest for another term .
Please keep up the good work in facilitating and providing strong leadership in our global
mission for peace. Solid team work builds a winning combination. His Excellency surely does
have an excellent supporting cast. Hope you do keep in good health.
Sincerely yours,

Ho-Seung Lee
Editor of Peace Forum, Vol.XIII, No.24
The Graduate Institute of Peace Studies

- 4-.
Boutros Boutros-Ghali

MESSAGE TO PEACE FORUM

VOL. XIII, No. 24.
,
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September 1996

It is with great pleasure that I address a message of goodwill
to the readers of Peace Forum and to the students at Kyung-Hee
University.

The United Nations was created in the aftermath of one of the
I

deadliest conflicts known to humanity. Building upon the
destruction of World War II, the founders of the United Nations
decided to give the States of the world an instrument to ensure that

succeeding generations would indeed be spared "the scourge of
war".

- 2 Today, following the end of bipolar confrontation, the number

of conflicts has increased, rather than declined. Yet the new
conflicts are different in nature from the wars between states that
have characterized the past years. Today's wars are often wars
within a particular state, they,, are often civil wars. In these civil
wars,-regular armies have bee~ replaced by roaming bands of
1

~g •
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ilitias, recognizing no central authority other than that of

warlords. The victims of these conflicts are, for the most part,
civilians. Today's civil conflicts do not make distinctions in the
death and misery they bring. Women and children, the elderly, the

infirm, are the victims of civil war. Whole population groups are
displaced, or seek refuge in neighbouring countries as a result of
these wars. Humanitarian needs are greater than they have ever
been.

In response to the new f ace of war, civil conflict, the United

Nations has sharpened the instruments available to Member States.
Rather than rel yin g on traditional peacekeeping whereby forces of
interposition, lightly armed, separated the armies of two States, the

.·.

.
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United Nations has embarked on peacekeeping of the second
generation.

Today's peacekeeping operations bring peacekeepers into
dangerous situations, the challenges of these peacekeepers is to go
beyond interposition. Peacekeepers today often ensure the delivery
I

_,.,

,· arian supplies, and protect convoys of food and medicine.

Peacekeepers must also be ready to offer assistance to refugees and
displaced persons. In many instances, peacekeepers have been
instrumental in restoring a country's war-torn infrastructure, and
organising democratic elections. The missions entrusted to
peacekeepers of today have greatly expanded the scope of this task
of the United Nations.

This flexibility of the United Nations which is one of its
greatest assets. The Unite , . ,'ati ons , and its s aff, have been
prepared to respond to the changing situation of the world. It is an
Organization in constant adaptation to changed circumstances, and
in constant reform to meet the changing needs of its Member States

and their peoples.

."

-4 This, then is the recommendation I should like to give to the

students of the Graduate Institute of Peace Studies. The world is
constantly changing, and within the continuing framework of the
search for peace, we must be prepared to adapt with flexibility. The
participation of the Republic of Korea in peacekeeping operations of
the United Nations demonstrates your country's support for peace
and for the United Nations. In the years to come, I am certain that
you, the graduates of the Institute of Peace Studies, will serve your
country and the world, and advance the work for peace of the
United Nations.
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